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Nichols made second
Oklahoma City trip
By PAUL OUEARY
Associated Press Writer
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CHECKING RECORDS: Election fudges Tom Scruggs and Z.C. Enix check vo'ina records during Wednesday's
absentee voting registration. Calloway Countians who wish to vote by absentee, baileit in the May 23 primary stmillel
contact County Clerk Ray Coursey by May 16

Case of truck driver moved
cud Judge Julia Fields ordered the case moved because' the
LA GRANGE, Ky. (AP) — The cese of a truck driver
body was found in Henry County and it was believed the
accused in The slaying of a young Ohio woman was moved
evidence Would show that was where 1){-year old Myra
Wednesday from Oldham County, where she was last seen
alive, to neighboring Henry County, where the body Was Stalbosky of Russellville. Ohio, was killed
found April 30.
Beim, a driver for a Tennessee trucking' company. was
The preliminary hearing for William Christopher Belew. arrested in Paducah just hours .after Stalbosky's body was
23, was rescheduled for May 17 in Henry District Court.
Kim Snell, assistant commonwealth's attorney, said Cur- • See Page 2
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Driver's license suit may expand to include :ill 44ude
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Attorney Randy Hutchens is
hoping to go to bat for'allCalloway County students regarding a
state law governing the removal
of a student's driver's license
based on attendance or academic
performance.

"I am asking that the case be
certified as—a class action suit,"
Hutchens said. "My client May or
may not get her driver's license
back, hut I don't want this case to
be moot."
Hutchens filed a lawsuit in
February on behalf of a Calloway
County High School student who

had lost her license as a result it
not passing at least four courses
The lawsuit was filed against
the. Calloway •C,ounty School
Board, the Kentucky Department
of Transportation and the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
KRS 159.051 requires that any
16- or 17-year-old student who
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Hazel residents
can apply for
housing grants
By E.L. GOLD
Staff Writer
Low-income, elderly Hazel residents will
have a chance, possibly as early as next week,
to apply for part of a S276,(E0 blox:k grant
approved last month by the Purchase Area
Development District.
Individual grants will be available in
amounts from SI,000 to $25,000 and may be
used to repair, renovate or replace substandard housing, said Hazel Mayor Dan
Farris.
To qualify, a homeowner must be 62 years
of age or older and have an annual income of
$9,700 or less.
The homeowner also must have lived in the
home to be renovated for at least 'a year.
Farris said the qualifying criteria may be
cased if too few applicants respond.
"I just don't have a feel for that right now,"
Farris said. "We may seek approval from
PADD to raise the income level."
Farris .said some allowances may be Made
for temporary relocation housing while homes
are rebuilt, but he expects most grants'to be
issued for renovation projccts.
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Peggy Shelton, a seventh grade language arts teacher at Murray Middle School gives La-Recia Aldridge
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on her writing portfolio.
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•Driver's...
FROM PAGE 1
ens said. "Every child can be
affected by this law.
"It appears there are a lot of
victims of this," he said. "I have
yet to have a parent call whose
child has been affected who
thinks this law is a good idea.
Once people think about it and
see how unfairly it affects children, they will generally agree that
it is a bad law."
Hutchens is scheduled to present his motion for the class

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

•Case...

action at 9 a.m. May 26 in Calloway County Circuit Court.
"If the case is certified as a
class action lawsuit, it will allow
me to pursue other examples of
children who have been affected
by the law," he said. "The legislature could solve the whole case
by repealing it."
Hutchens had originally sought
a temporary injunction to regain
his client's license, but it was
denied by Circuit Judge David
Buckingham after almost eight
hours of testimony in mid-April.
Buckingham ruled that the student would not suffer irreparable
injury between the time of the
hearing and4he time of the trial,
which is required before a temporary injunction can be issued.
However, Buckingham noted
in his three-page ruling that:
"Although it may serve a useful
purpose in the education of high
school students (it) may very well
be another example of an unwarranted intrusion...In fact...the statute may be unconstitutional."
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FROM PAGE 1
found along Interstate 71 a few
miles north of La Grange. The
trucker had been questioned after
Stalbosky disappeared April 28,
and witnesses said they saw her
get into a tractor-trailer at a La
Grange service station.
Belew told police he had
dropped the woman off at a nearby Wal-Mart.
Stalbosky, a police cadet, had
called her father from an Interstate 71 rest stop that night to tell

Seven Seas

Wed. Ong Sat. 4 p.m. /

753-4141

FROM PAGE 1
"We had to teach so much
from textbooks because students
had to be able to bubble in
answers on the achievement
tests," she said. "Writing allows
the subject matter to be more
personalized."
Shelton participated in the first
Purchase Area Writing Institute,
which was a state-funded summer
project held at Murray State
University.
"My eyes were really opened
because teachers had to participate in the writing experience and
create rough drafts," she said. "If
you haven't experienced this, I
don't know how it can be taught.
"The students work hard without a grade and they know they
are doing the writing for themselves," she said.
Technology has also made

T
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REPORTS
him she was having car trouble.
She called again about a halfhour later to say a trucker had
followed her to La Grange to
make sure,she made it OK. But
when her father arrived two hours
later, the woman's pickup truck
was at the gas station and she
was gone.
An autopsy showed Stalbosky
had been physically assaulted and
suffocated. Belew is charged with
one count of intentional murder
and is being held in lieu of
$500,000 full cash bond.
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writing more enjoyable for the
student's.
"Revision is easy and it takes a
lot of drudgery out of the process," Shelton said. "The students
are able to produce so much more
with computers."
Shelton said the focus in education has shifted from memorization of materials to the application of what has been learned.
"Students are evaluated on how
they think, how they organize and
focus on something and how
responsible they are for their own
work," Shelton said. "Learning is
being emphasized as a process
rather than a product and that is a
big change."
For Shelton, the days of teaching prior to the implementation of
the Kentucky Education Reform
Act were the most frustrating.
"Before KERA; I worked really hard to pull something together
for the next day to keep the students busy so I didn't have discipline problems," she said.
"Now, the students are focused
on what they are doing because
the atmosphere is set. I am constantly pulling things in the classroom that I want them to respond
to and analyze.
"The biggest difference is that
the students have taken more
ownership in what they are doing
and the teachers are challenged
by having to come. up with things
to keep sparking the interest of
the kids," Shelton said.
In fact, Shelton noted that
open-ended questions allow
teachers to get to know the students better.
"I think this has come about
because the classroom isn't so
textbook oriented," she said. "It
is sort of like working with
adults, you know what is going to
get a negative response. The students like to feel like they have
some choice and be allowed to
express themselves rather than
being lectured to from a
textbook."
Seeing a twinkle in a child's
eye when he brings a project to
class that he has worked on
makes teaching worthwhile, she
said.
"You see the pride they have
in something they have done,"
Shelton said. "All of the students
mean a lot to me. Sometimes the
pressure of committee meetings
and reports can get to you, but
sometimes those are things you
can't do much about. I try really
hard not to let things that could
upset me come into the
classroom."
With 22 years in the classroom, Shelton said she isn't considering retirement.
"I know I would miss what I
am doing," she said. "I do want
to leave on a positive note, but I
am not ready now."
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April
'During the month of April, Calloway County Fire and
Rescue responded to six structure calls, 22 field and woods
fire calls, three car fire calls, 12 accidents with injuries and 2
investigations.
The 45 calls in April increase the total responses for the
year to 183.

FROM PAGE 1
"The amount of the grant will
be based on the need of the individual," Farris said. "They can
get what they need to bring a
house up to code."
Farris said initial emphasis will
be placed on upgrading electrical
and plumbing systems .so that
they conform to current building
regulations.
"After that, ,we'll look at window treatments and other energy
efficient projects," Farris said.
Farris said he has contacted

Habitat for Humanity to provide
labor for some projects.
"Habitat said they would look
at any worthwhile project," Farris
said. "Free labor would make the
dollars go further."
However, most jobs would go
to contractors, Farris said.
Contractors must be approved
by the Purchase Area Housing
Corporation before they can be
awarded a contract on a sponsored project, Farris said.
That approval may be obtained
at the PADD office in Mayfield,
Farris said.

(502)753-6450

Pressure Treated

$1

CALLOWAY COUNTY FIRE-RESCUE
May 10
•CCFR was called to the site of a downed power line on
Palmer Road off Hwy. 783 near Kirksey.
The power line was lying over an ammonia tank.
CCFR remained on the scene until West Kentucky Rural
Electric personnel arrived.
Eight personnel in two trucks responded at about- 5:30 p.m.
They were assisted by the Calloway County Sheriff's office.
According to Chief Ronnie Burkeen, DES also responded.
May 10
•CCFR was called to a possible house fire on Harmon
Road off Locust Grove Church Road at 8:53 p.m.
According to a report from CCFR, the fire was caused by
an electrical short in a lamp.
The homeowner, Rick Walls, had extinguished the fire by
the time personnel arrived.
Four trucks and 22 personnel arrived on the scene within
10 minutes of the alarm and remained on the scene until 9:30
p.m.
May 11
•CCFR was called to the scene of a one-car accident on
Bethel Road off Van Cleave Road on Hwy. 94 east of Murray.
Sgt. Dennis McDaniel of the Galloway County Sheriff's
office assisted.
McDaniel said Dennis Weddington, 18, of Rt. 1, Almo, was
on his way to Calloway County High School when he swerved
to miss a dog in the roadway.
Weddington's vehicle dropped off the side of the road,
struck a driveway and a fencepost, and overturned in a field
belonging to Charles McCuiston, McDaniel said.
CCFR helped extricate Weddington from the vehicle, and
he was transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital by
ambulance service personnel.
He was listed in stable condition at press time.

•Hazel...

zMYERS umber Co.
•Nichols...
500 South 4th, Murray

MURRAY FIRE DEPARTMENT
May 10
.Two fire department personnel responded to a report of a
woman down on Main Street at 12:32 p.m.
According to a report, they helped ambulance service personnel, who transported the woman to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The woman's name and condition were unavailable.
May 10
'Six fire department personnel responded to a report of a
man down on the railroad tracks.
According to a fire department report, the man apparently
had a seizure.
Fire department personnel assisted the ambulance service,
which transported the man to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The man's name and condition were unavailable.
May 10
•MFD responded to a fire alarm at an apartment building
located at 1209 N. 12th St and occupied by Judy Brandon.
The alarm sounded at 7:58 p.m.
According to an MFD incident report, Brandon said she put
two pizzas in the oven and went into the restroom.
When she returned, she saw smoke coming from the oven
and discovered a grease fire inside.
The report said she extinguished the fire before fire department personnel arrived.
Eight firefighters and two vehicles responded.
Damage was confined to the oven.

$189
can

990

All Colon

See Us First For All Your Building Materials, Plumbing and Electrical Needs.

FROM PAGE 1
the federal building.
A prosecutor said at a hearing
last month that Nichols told the
FBI McVeigh called him and
asked him to drive down to Oklahoma City and pick him up. During the drive back to Kansas,
McVeigh told his friend "Something big is going to happen" and
asked him to clean out a rental
storage shed if he didn't return in
a few days, the prosecutor said.
Nichols said he dropped off
McVeigh in Junction City, Kan.,
where the truck believed to have
carried the bomb was rented.
The day after the blast, Nichols
went to a storage unit in Hering-

ton that had been rented under an
alias, the prosecutor said. Sources
have said tire tracks matching the
type of truck used in the bombing
were found at the shed.
Nichiats and his brother, James,
also face -Unrelated charges of
making small explosives in
Michigan several years ago.
Nichols, a slight man with
glasses, does not resemble the
sketch of a muscular, squarejawed John Doe 2, a person seen
with McVeigh in the Ryder office
and downtown Oklahoma City.
However, the FBI is investigating whether Nichols' husky
12-year-old son, Josh, could be
John Doe 2. The boy is not

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto,&
Home Owners InsOrance

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnl• Roos & Donny Roes
Officio Hours: Mon.-Fri. S a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat. It a.m.-12 p.m.

500 Main St.

believed to be involved with the
bombing, but may have been with
McVeigh when he rented the
truck believed to have carried the
bomb.
Josh told ABC News his father
taught him how to make bombs.
Asked what they were for, Josh
said, "We just — in Kansas —
we just were making them and
throwing them. He showed me
how to make some."
The boy and his mother, Lana
Padilla, who is Nichols' ex-wife,
arrived in Oklahoma City on
Wednesday evening. Padilla told
the AP last week that she had
been subpoenaed to testify before
a grand jury in Oklahoma.
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FURNITURE 8 MATTRESS

302 North Main • Phone 527-2400 • Benton, KY
UP FOR GRABS
3 DAY PARKING LOT SALE • THURS., FRI., AND SAT.
Our new showroom adjacent to our building is complete and filled with new furniture values.
This huge sale will be held at both locations plus in the parking lot between our buildings
(in case of rain sale will be held inside).
We have cleaned out both our warehouses and found many scratched, dented and discontinued items.

HUGE DISCOUNTS
ODD COFFEE & END
TABLES

LAMP SHADES

Values to S199

Starting at

$3 Each

$25

LAMPS

MATTRESS & FOUNDATIONS

Starting at

Some are Mis-Match

$9
With Lamp Shades

ODD NIGHT STANDS
Values to $349

$25 To $50
Each
DINING ROOMS
DINING ROOMS
YOU NEED IT
WE GOT IT
PARKING LOT PRICED
Good Quality
ROCKER/RECLINERS
Starting at

$188

MANY, MANY
BEDROOM SUITS IN
STOCK FOR
IMMEDIATE SALE PRICED TO MOVE
MANY, MANY LOVE
SEATS

Full - - $88 Set
Cash & Carry

SWIVEL
ROCKERS

ENTERTAINMENT
CENTERS

Reg. S245

Starting at

$99

$188

WINGBACK
CHAIRS

-LOOSE PILLOW BACK
SOFA & LOVE SEAT

Many in stock!

Burgundy in color
2 pc. Reg. S1498

Values to S799
Take Your Choice

Your choice of velvet cushions

$197

$99

SERTA PERFECT SLEEPER
BOX SPRINGS &
MATTRESS SETS
Full Size - - $299

QUEEN SIZE SIMMONS
SOFA SLEEPER

ODD DINING ROOM
CHAIRS

Early American Style

Values to $129

Queen Size - - $399

7 PIECE SLIGHTLY USED MAPLE DINING ROOM
Thick Top Table with 6 Chairs
Sold For $899
One Only

Twin - - $68 Set

$250

$288
(One Only)

Both Pieces

$188

$25

Each

(Hurry, only a few)

ITEMS TO NUMEROUS
TO LIST.
DON'T MISS THIS SALE!

FURNITURE 8 MATTRESS
302 North Main • Phone 527-2400 • Benton, KY
Store Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9 ,a.m.-6 p.m. • Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
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A Vietnamese repays debt

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

'Where there is no vision. the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.

FROM OUR READERS
addresses pay raise
Writer
Dear Editor
They don't get it in Washington.
They don't get it in Frankfort.
But we get it in Murray and Calloway County!
They haven't done it in Washington.
They haven't done it in Frankfort.
But we have done it in Murray and Calloway County!
Get what? Done what?
I believed most of us know what. But for the late corners and noninterested the what is fantastic and may even be just short of miraculous,
i.e. cost containment and cost control at Murray-Calloway Hospital!
I shouldn't even mention this phenomenal, unprecedented achievement, because by now I am sure it has been in the national news since
health care cost containment is extremely rare anywhere in the country.
So, for it to have been accomplished in our own hospital is a great
honor for all of us. We are surely an example for the entire nation, and
that should make us all proud.
Therefore,it is only morally right and ethically sound that the board of
directors of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital should recognize the
efficient performance of our hospital in leading us-to these great heights.
And, certainly, who could argue that such a stellar performance
should not be rewarded with similar stellar salary and benefits. Permit
me one teeny little concern, however, namely that the board will be fair
to the administrators' subordinates and recognize them in some material
way,perchance they made some minor contribution to this local success
in a national crusade.
At least a certificate of achievement might be in order and signed by
both the Mayor and County Judge, who are members of this board.
Now I know that there are some nay-sayers and sore-tails who say that
sick people will have to pay for the administrators rewards. But I say
"bah-humbug," your health insurance will pay for it. And another
disgruntled citizen will say "who do you think pays for the health
insurance premiums?" And I say, "What's a little incre-ase in health
insurance premiums compared to giving the hospital administrator a
little financial security?
Anyway,my educated guess is that the charter legally establishing the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is specific about providing security
for the administrator. And for anybody that is worried about the clause
that talks about "health and welfare" for Murray and Calloway citizens,
that will be handled at the next board meeting,
Gilbert Sears
Rt. 5 Box 236, Murray, Ky. 42071

The recriminations about the
Vietnam War and whether we ought
to have been there and whether we
did all we could to "win" it are
lingering.
Probably the most significant
question is whether it was worth the
loss of 58,000 American lives. Is
there consolation for those who died
and for those who continue to
grieve?
cause he had heard fruit trees grow
There is. His name is Francis Q. there and he wanted to start a
Hoang, and next month he will business. A sponsoring American
graduate near the top of his class family in Tumwater,south of Olymfrom the U.S. Military Academy at pia, took them in and helped them
West Point.
start their new life.
Hoang's family moved from
When Hoang was in the eighth
North to South Vietnam in the grade, his class traveled to Wahing1960s because of religious persecu- ton, D.C., where he visited the
tion under the Communists. His Vietnam Memorial and the Wall
father was drafted into the South
with the names of the American
Vietnamese Army. His mother -dead. "As I looked at the names
worked for the American Navy stretching on either side of me," he
attache in Saigon. On April 27, says, "I suddenly felt a deep, deep
1975, three days before Saigon fell, sense ofsadness and grief. That was
Hoang's family — father, mother, followed by a sense of debt that I
himself and sister Ann — were
had to repay."
given one hour to grab their belongHoang kept this vow to himself,
ings and board an American plane
telling neither his teachers nor his
for San Diego.
parents, because, he says, he didn't
When they arrived in the States, know how he could repay so great a
they were told they could live
sacrifice. "A111 knew was that I had
anywhere they wished. Hoang's
been given something and I had to
father chose Washington State begive it back."

In his senior year in high school,a
retired three-star general visited his
school and took an interest in him.
He advised Hoang to apply to West
Point. He did and, despite his late
application, was nominated and accepted.
On a subsequent trip to the
capital, Hoang paid another visit to
the Wall, wondering whether he
was wise to seek an Army career. "It
was late at night," he recalls, "and I
remember distinctly walking down
that path and hearing murmurs as I
passed people and standing there in
that spot (where I had made my
vow)and feeling that I had done the
right thing."
What does he think about the
controversy over former Secretary
of Defense Robert McNamara's
book? "What matters," he says, "is
that American soldiers came to
Vietnam, fought in a country far

from home, spilled their blood and,
in some cases,gave their lives out of
a sense of duty, out of a sense of
honor and out of a desire to serve
their country. It made it possible for
people like me to have another life.
I would have died if I had stayed
there, or become an orphan because
my parents would have been killed
and I would have been forced to live
in the streets like a dog and eventually die. Instead, I got to come to the
United • States, have a wonderful
education and an opportunity to
serve this nation."
Hoang, who says he believes
Vietnam will someday be free, was
in Washington on April 27,the 20th
anniversary of his family's escape
from Vietnam. He went to the Wall,
leaving some of his brigade ribbons
along with a letter of thanks to those
who gave their lives for him.
Hoang personifies West Point's
motto — Duty, Honor, Country —
all the more because this is not his
native land. The 58,000 died for
more than one, but if there are more
Francis Hoangs and if Vietnam is
someday free, the debt will have
been paid. For Hoang,Traduation
day at West Point and his commission in the U.S. Army will mark a
significant down payment.
f use,...Sac
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Limbaugh's comments offensive
Dear Editor:
I fervently say "amen" to the comments expressed by a recent writer in
a letter published in last Thursday's paper.
A few months ago [was so outraged by some of Rush Limbaugh's
obscene remarks on a broadcast that I called the radio station. I
expressed my feelings to the manager and he very politely listened tome.
-I have heard comments from a few other persons who object to all of
these negative broadcasts. I refuse to listen to Rush and Chuck Harder
anymore. We do not need to hear all that garbage they are telling.
It is time for a change and time for us to speak up and ask for some
positive talk shows, some positive news, and something good on the
airwaves. I know there are better things to talk about!
If any readers agree with me and the other letter writer, how about
some letters?
Mrs. Billie Farley
RI 8 Box 1135, Murray, Ky. 42071
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Prisoners
with phones in cells
Editor:
Dear
Recently I received my phone bill and discovered a cal I charged to my
phone for 528.47 (amounting to 80 minutes). The call was made from
Mayfield to Ellerbelle, Georgia and charged to my phone in New
Concord.
I called the phone company to inquire about the call and the answer I
received made me angry. It seems an inmate in the Graves County jail in
Mayfield had made the call. Instead of making his calls collect, he would
randomly charge the calls to a third number. He had done this many
times. Since calling the phone company I have found that there is a pay
phone in each of the eight cells at this jail.
zirbut I do know right from
I am not an expert on the laws of this countr
wrong. What that inmate did was wrong arfd, I feel, against the law. I
also feel that by placing officers working at that facility or the people
responsible for the phone placement inside the cells should be
considered an accessory to this inmate's phone crimes.
People go to jail because they break the law and should have only
minimal rights at best — not all the comforts of home. If the inmates
were only allowed to make one supervised call a day with a limited
amount of minutes allowed, this kind of thing would not happen.
The call has been removed from my bill, but in the long run we will all
pay when the rates increase. It's time we, as citizens, start getting
involved in what is going on around us with our local and national
governments. It really makes mc mad to know criminals are treated
better than law abiding citizens. After all, they arc in jail for breaking the
law, not given a membership to some country club.
I hope the county officials and law enforcement personnel of
Calloway County keep this in mind when building their new jail, and
remember what the facility will be used for — as a punishment for an
offender's crimes.
Linda Newberry
New Concord, Ky. 42076

Also eyes Presidency
Maynard seeking governor'sjob
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EDITOR'S NOTE: This is
the fourth installment in a
series of profiles of Kentucky
gubernatorial candidates and
their running mates.

KENTUCKY
GOVERNOR'S
RACE

By ALLEN G. BREED
Associated Press Writer
Democratic gubernatorial candidate Steve Maynard has a hard
time being taken seriously.
His name has appeared in the
news more for his and his wife's
legal troubles than for their campaign. Most recently, Kentucky
Educational Television kept him
off a live debate because it said
he wasn't running a "substantial" statewide campaign.
But the Inez insurance broker
and sometimes vacuum-cleaner
salesman says he is serious about
wanting the job, mainly because
others have not taken its responsibilities seriously.
"To be governor of Kentucky
is more of a showpiece, and it's
become an office manipulated by
special interest groups," he said.
Maynard said he wants to "take.
the office back towards being
geared for the people, of the people and by the people."
Part of his plan as governor
would be to give parents more
leeway in how their children arc
educated.

Just drop us a lihe
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" age by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Ld1ers must not be
more than 5(X) words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P,O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

If parents decide to educate
their children at home or outside
their home district, Maynard said
the state per-pupil allotment
should follow the student. Maynard and his wife Bonnie, who is
also his running mate, homeschool her three children.
"Give it to the parents so that
the mother could stay home and
teach their children," he said.
Maynard also has a bone to
pick with the 1990 Kentucky
Education Reform Act. He
echoes common criticisms of
KERA, saying its focus on positive reinforcement is producing
students who can't spell or pronounce words properly.
"I would hate to say what's
going to, happen with this generation that KERA is going to be
graduating," said Maynard,
whose own news releases arc
peppered with misspellings,

incorrect grammar and incomplete sentences. "I'm scared to
death what laws we will come up
with when the KERA students
become legislators."
But he said he wasn't for
scrapping KERA altogether.
"I don't think that KERA
should be a sacred cow," he said.
"There's always a better way;
there's always a new way."
Maynard also wants to privatize the state Medicaid program.
He said has come up with a
plan to cut the state's S2 billion
Medicaid budget by at least 40
percent. He said the savings
would come through competitive
bidding among private companies
and going after fraud.
"And that's just simple business techniques," said Maynard,
whose ambulance service was cut
off last year by Human Resources
Secretary Masten Childers II. "I
don't have a millionaire mentality. ... Every dollar is very important to me."
He would also like to see the
state get out of collecting taxes
on personal income, automobiles
and inheritance. Ile said the
revenue can he replaced by a
simple K percent sales tax
"I propose to put a sales tax
on everything, from attorney's
fees to insurance," he said.

•
•

•

That would include many
groceries, but he would retain the
sales-tax exemption for bread and
stable items.
Maynard said the pay-as-youspend method would encourage
personal savings and cut state
spending on tax collections. And
he said it would catch people
who currently pocket illicit earnings, such as bootleggers and
dope dealers.
"Every time they spend that
money, we're getting it," he said.
Maynard admits that his
chances of winning are remote.
He has run unsuccessfully in
the last two Democratic primaries
for the 5th District congressional
seal. But he went from getting
less than 1 percent of the vote in
1992 to about 39 percent last
year.
Maynard figures every election
brings him that much closer to
becoming a household name —
and a winner.
"I have since, I would say, the
age of 17 ... told people in the
sutr•-of Kentucky that I will be
getting in politics and I will be
president someday," he said.
"And people have laughed at me.
I've learned to cope and just
laugh at it and just say, 'Hey. Go
ahead
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Open horse show Saturday
An Open Horse Show, sponsored by Wranglers Riding Club, will
be Saturday, May 13, at 6 p.m. at the grounds, located 2%2 miles
east of Murray on Van Cleve Road off Highway 94 East. Thirtythree classes will be featured in the show. Admission will be free
and concession stand will be open. For information call Gary Ahart
at 437-4838 or Kenneth Conner at 437-4763.

Deltas will meet Saturday
The Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday, May 13, at noon at the club house. A potluck luncheon will be
served. All members are urged to attend this special last meeting of
the 1994-95 club year.

DAR Chapter to meet Saturday
The Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution will meet Saturday, May 13, at 2 p.m. at
Ann's Country Kitchen. "The Riches of the Past Preserved for the
Future" will be the theme of the program. All members and interested persons are invited to attend. For more information call
753-4978.

Need Line needs pantry items
, Need Line is in need of some special items for the pantry to fill
the food sacks for clients. Needed this week are instant milk, rice,
dry beans, tuna, canned meats, and canned fruit. These may be taken
to the Need Line office on the first floor of Weaks Community Center between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.

CCHS Class of 1985 will meet
Calloway County High School Class of 1985 will meet Monday,
May 15, at 7:30 p.m. at Pagliai's. This will be to continue plans for
the 10-year reunion on Saturday, June 24, with social hour at 7 p.m.,
buffet supper at 8 p.m. and dance from 9 p.m. to midnight. Reservations at $50 per couple must be received by May 15 for supper
orders. Make checks payable to CCHS Class of 1985, and mail to
Vona Gallimore, Rt. 1, Murray, KY 42071.

California Connection plans events
California Connection will hold its annual picnic potluck on the
deck of Playhouse in the Park on Saturday, June 10, from 11 a.m.
to
2 p.m. Anyone who has connection to California is welcome. For
more information, call Sara at 753-6529.

Auditions on May 15 and 16
Auditions for Jerry Fennigan's Sister to run July 7,, 8, 9, 14, 15
and 16 and You're a Good Man Charlie Brown to run Aug. 4, 5, 6,
11, 12 and 13 will be Monday and Tuesday, May 15 and 16, at
7
p.m. at Playhouse in the Park. Only older teenagers and young adults
are needed. Parts for four men and two women are needed for
the
first play, and parts for one young man and one young woman for
the second play. Persons who prepare songs for auditions are asked
to bring sheet music but an accompanist will be provided. For more
information call 759-1752.

Swimming registration in progress
Registration for the 1995 Red Cross Learn to Swim Program is
now being made from 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to 4 p.m. at Red Cross
office, Wcaks Community Center. No registrations will be accepted
by telephone. The program runs June 5 through July 28 at MurrayCalloway Park Pool with 'classes .for infants through adults. The fee
will be $25.

Murray Country Club plans dinner
Murray Country Club will have its annual Mothers' Day Buffet on
Sunday, May 14, with serving from noon to 2 p.m. The menu will
feature lemon pepper chicken breasts with the cost being $8 per person and $4 per child under 12. There will be)limited seating and
reservations are required by calling the club house at 753-6113.

Michelle Kristine Speca and
Russell Bruce Thomas

Speca-Thomas wedding
vows to be said May 27
Joyce Y. Speca of Hopkinsville announces the
approaching
marriage of her daughter, Michelle Kristine Speca, to
Russell Bruce
Thomas, son of Joyce and Bruce Thomas of Hopkinsville,
formerly of
Murray.
Miss Speca is the granddaughter of Joan and Bill Speca
of Alfred.
N.Y., and of Rose and Fred Wilkins of Albuquer
que, N.M.
Mr. Thomas is the grandson of Mrs. Vada Thomas
and the late
Hubert Thomas of Cadiz, and of Lawrence Hayes, the
late Fla/el
P'Pool Hayes and the late Harry .P'Pool of Hopkinsvi
lle.
The bride-elect, a 1992 graduate of Christian County
High School,
Hopkinsville, is a senior at Kentucky Wesleyan College, Owensbor
o.
The groom -elect, a 1992 graduate of Murray High
School, attended
Hopkinsville Community College. He is employed in
management for
Shoney's Inc.
The wedding will be Saturday, May 27, 1995, at 1 p.m.
at Oakland
Manor, Hopkinsville. Invitatioris will be sent.

Coldwater calls Yates
The Rev. Harry C. Yates is
now the pastor of Coldwater Baptist.„ Church.
The new pastor has spent most
of his ministry as pastor of Farmington Baptist Church and was
an active member of Graves
County Baptist Association.
Rev. Yares was a Kentucky.
Baptist State Executive Board
member serving two terms. He
served in every office of the
Graves County Baptist Association including treasurer for 14
years.
He was commissioned a Kentucky Colonel when Martha Layne Collins was governor of Kentucky. He is a graduate of
WKBB1, now known as MidContinent Baptist Bible College,
Mayfield.
Rev. Yates had a radio prog-

Hazel senior citizens to be honored
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The annual Senior Citizens' luncheon, sponsored by Hazel
, Woman's Club, will be Saturday, May 13, at the Hazel Community
' Center. Lunch will be served at noon and is free to all senior citizens
of the Hazel community.

Letter Carriers' Food Drive Saturday
National Association of Letter Carriers, in conjunction with U.S.
Postal Service, AFL-CIO, and Murray-Calloway County Need Line,
will be collecting non-perishable food items on Saturday, May 13,
for distribution to needy families in the community. "Postal customers arc asked to please place a non-perishable food donation by their
mailboxes on Saturday, for your letter carriers to pick up and deliver
to Need Line.

Angel Certificates available
Angel Certificates, suitable for framing, are being prepared this
week as especially appropriate and unique Mothers' Day gifts by the
Family Resource Center of Calloway County in recognition of donations made to the Angel Fund in honor of mothers. Donations of any
size are welcome. For more information, phone the center,
753-3070, during office hours of 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. or leave a message after hours.
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Pier I Imports is pleased to
have Amy Ross,bride-elect of
Anthony Brown,join our bridal registry by choosing pottery and decorative accessories.
University Plaza • Chestnut St.
753-1851

Rev. Harry C. Yates
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Marianne Kay Gilbert, junior
at Murray State University, has
been nanied as the recipient of
the- Dorothy Sheeks Memorial
Scholarship by AM VETS Auxiliary #45 at Paris Landing, Tenn.
Her grandmother is Sue Givens
of Murray.
Also during the past year four
other scholarships have been
awarded to Dorothy Leach, Judy
Spaulding, Elaine Dunsmire and
Ray Jean Roach.
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Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet Monday, May 15, at 6 p.m. at the school library.
' The Public Engagement Team will meet at 3:15 p.m. Monday with
main bocus to be discussion and finalization of parent volunteer
handbook for 1995-96. The meetings are open to the public.
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Marianne Kay Gilbert

CCMS plans meetings
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rain user WNGO-WXID. Mayfield, sponsored by Farmington
Baptist Church, for many years.

Bill Bailey M.D., specialist in rheumatology at Paducah, top photo. was
special guest speaker at the April open meeting of Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club. He talked about -Arthritis" showing slides to
illustrate his points. Dr. Bailey is the son of Paul Bailey of Murray. He
was introduced by Anna Mae Thurman. The department voted to donate
$50 each to Project Graduation at Calloway County and Murray High
Schools. Hostesses, bottom photo, were, from left Thelma Warlord,
Mary Lawson and Gean Cherry. The department will meet Saturday. May
13, at 9:30 a.m. at Holiday Inn. Martha Guier and Dorothy Byrn will be
hostesses.
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Mother
By Bernadine Morin
That special day's approaching; how
fast the years fly by!
If only I could tell you all that's in my
heart.
You've had such a full life; lots of
children, many friends.
But the things that matter most are
the values that you lend.
I have manywecious memories of
childhood and of home,
No matter what would happen, I
never was alone
You were always there, to comfort
and to cheers, you knew
Each child's need, and quietly took
care
I still can hear you singing. such a

pretty voice you had;
Your,song wraps up ,My memories
in a lovely silver thread

As. •
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WRITERS'
POTPOURRI

Writers' Potpourri will be
Saturday, May 13, at,9:30 a.m. at
the Calloway County Public
Library. This is open to all interested writers, according to Mrs.
Gladys Jarrett, director.
Poems written by some of the
participants and other local writers include the following:

•

Memories of snow, sleds and
skates: Christmas trees that you
Would precisely decorate. And
Christmas morning wonder!
And there were soft summer
breezes, and salty ogoan spray,
Lobster, shrimp and crab, and lots
of sunshine rays.
Then there was the canning kettle,
and the freezer bags;
Many late night hours would ring
with Offing sound
The cooling autum days, so crisp
and clear, wasrning of the
Changes quickly coming near, but
you were still so busy with the gathering in.
Tomatoes for the relish and all
those winter squash,
Don't forget the pumpkins,t he pies
will be a must.
Mom do you remember as dearly as
I do? The impact was so strong one, I
surely hope you do!
My principles were outlined in
everything you do:
A permanent endowment that I owe
to you
I still remember Sundays as if yesterday, we always went to church. and
I still do today!
- The special family time. Sunday dinner, country rides, ice cream cones
and pancakes with Gramma by our
side.

eookunanh
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SPECIAL
On BIBLES (Free Engraving)'
& Many Other Gift
Items Throughout The Store
Great Gifts For Moms and Gratis!
Court Square Murray
75.3-7222

Now I have a family of my own and
not jusl a few.
And I have always tried to measure.
up to you.
None of us we perfect, we have
made a few mistakes.
But implanting godly values is what
it surely takes.
So thanks for everything Mom, and
my kids say thank you to!
At the bottom or our values, rock
solid, there is you!
• • • •
A Tribute To Mother
By Agnes Adlich
Mother I remember all tie things
you did,
Such lovely golden memories of
worthwhile words you said,
You were my blessed refuge from
all life's raging storms
Now I know the reason you held
onto God's arm.
We used to watch the heavens
when fleecy clouds flew by
An find a golden chariot racing there
on high,
Then we'd talk of Jesus and God's
almighty power.
The seeds you platned then grow in
my mind this hour.
You'd hlep me with my homework
and then we'd read for pleasure
Or play some funny game, those
days I'll always treasure.
We toiled for every penny with prayer and boned back
But we had understanding, that's
what some folks lack.
Now I know our bond of love came
from God's own hand,
Goodness and mercy does exist in a
sinful land,
Your burdens were so heavy but
your smile always brand new.
I thank The Lord for giving me a
Mother just like you.
• • • •
Inspirations for Mothers
By Joyce Bizzell Allcock
We'd like to think
There's a special room
For mothers in heaven above
Where they can speak of their
children
And others they've come to love.
It seems that God favors mothers
He blesses their lives with so much
He allows them to fall in love, get
married
Then He adds the Master's touch.
He places within her loving arms
A precious daughter or son
When the doctor lays them in her
arms
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She feels a crown she's won.
He continues to bless her life
M her children play and grow
He expects mothers to teach them
right from wrong
And when they're old enough let
them know.
- That they have a loving Savior
Who watches over them every day
And loves them even more than
their parents
Impossible some say.
Yet those of us who know His love
Truly know from the bottom of our
heart
If we walk with Him in this life
Then Heaven surely starts
When we doss our eyes and go to
sleep
Even though hearts are filled with
gloom
We slip away to rest with God
In mother's special room.
• • • •
To My Graduate
By Wilma Jean Sanders
Reach for the stars, my darling
daughter.
But first get your priorities in order
The world is a place of vanity and
pride,
So you muist to The Lord, your
dreams confide.
Follow His will, for your life today,
Take not one step, 'til you kneel and
pray.
Make your life rich, in mind and
heart,
By giving The Lord, the better part.
The things of the world are fleeting
illusions, And the wise have come to these
conclusions.
So make life a challenge, to do your
best,
Then let The Lord do the rest.
What's in your mind can't be taken
away,
And will still be there on Judgment
Day.
And what's in your mind must be
good and right,
So when you've finished this life's
fight,
And go to kneel at Jesus' feet.
You'll need less mercy at the Mercy
Seat.
• • • •
After the Storm
By Linda Siebold
The storm began at break of day.
Continued several hours.
Lashing my towering maple trees,
Slashed my lovely flwoers
Which could not withstand such
abuse
And were toppled to the ground.
Upset at their destruction
I was standing, looking round,
When I glanced eastward at the sky.
A double rainbow filled my eye!
Awed by its beauty, gazing at it,
I forgave the storm a little bit.

Browse through our Mother's Day gift selections
and our Bridal Registry.
Gourmet Food Tasting
Door Prizes • Free Recipes
Plus 20% off selected items
throughout the shop.
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Thurs. through Sat., May 11 to 13
928 South 12th St. • Bel-Air Center • Murray • 753-5679
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Tree Lantana
Tree Hibiscus
Mandevilla

Sue Cavanah, center, director of nursing of continue Care, Inc., Home
Health Services, presents a donation to Jeremiah Rayburn, right, and
Ted Booth, left, for Project Graduation of Murray High School.
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Check out our new computer landscape program!

Over 100 mural painters from
all over the United States will
gather to paint the "blooze" on
Friday and Saturday, May 12 and
13, at Kenlake State Resort Park.
The murals will be placed on
the back side of the Kenlake Tennis Center at the park. The
grounds surrounding the tennis
will be closed to the public during the day, but will opcn at 6
p.m. each evening.
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FERN TERRACE photo

Members of Pledge Class of Beta Omega Chapter of Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity are pictured working on the property in back of Fern Terrace
Lodge. This was a special community service project of the pledges.
Members were Steve Hawkins, Travis Henshaw, Dustin Dunn, Clay
Nichols, Ryan Phillips, Chris Morris, Wade Kanipe, Chris Buffington,
Cole Byassee, Ricky Bray, Lucas Cherry and Matt Dennis.
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CALENDAR
Thursday, May 11
Murray City Council/730 p m City
Hall.
Murray City School Boardi7
p.m./board office.
Calloway County School Board./7
p.m./board office.
Calloway County Fiscal Court/1 .30
p.m./chambers of Judge/Executive
J.D. Williams.
Faxon Fire District/7 p.m./fire station
at Turner Road and Highway 94 East
Almo-Dexter Fire District'7 p.m./fire
station at Almo.
Murray Woman's Club general
meeting/6:45 p.m./club house.
Eddie Roberts Jr. VFW Post 6291
and its Ladies Auxiliary/7
p.m./American Legion Hall Note
change in place and date.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church Women/7 p.m.
Housing Authority Resident
Council/6 p.m./Ellis Community
Center.
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional families/6:30-7.30
p.m./Calloway County Health
Department.
Divorce Recovery Group/7
p.m./Westside Baptist Church.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7-9
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Care Center open/7.30
a.m.-4 p.m. Info/753-0576.
Murray Women of the Moose officers'
meeting/8 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p m
First United Methodist Church events
include One by One Singles Ministry,7
p.m./Youth Center.
Greater Hope Baptist Church events
include Youth Activities/5 30 p.m
Prayer and Bible Study/7 p.m at Main
Street Youth Center.
TOPS #469 meeting/6 p m.!Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
Murray Chapter No: 92 Royal Arch
Masons and Murray Chapter No 50
Royal and Select Masters/7 30
p.m./Masonic Hall
Singles Friendship/7:30 p.m./Farm
Bureau Building, Paris, Tenn Info/
Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m 'Senior Citizens Center, Benton
Info/759-0882 or 435-4314

Kenlake to host painters

Roses

Happy Hour
Friday 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.

New Shipment
of Tropicals

Kaci Lane Greer has been recognized for academic achievement as a United States National
Honor Roll Award winner.
Greer, a student at Calloway
County Middle School, will
appear in the United States
Achievement Academy Official
Yearbook, published nationally.
Greer is the daughter of Jimmy
and Peggy Greer, and the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clint
Greer of Murray and Mrs. Lorene
Colson of Cadiz.
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A potluck dinner will be
served at 6 p.m. on Friday and
Saturday. Persons are asked to
bring a dish for the meal, meet
the artist, enjoy the entertainment
and view the art.
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Thursday, May 11
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade
YMCA events include Abdominals/6
p m /University Branch Info/759-9622
or 759-9699.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a m -4 30 p m
Friday, May 12
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons dinner for members
and their wives and wives of deceased
members/6 30 p.m./Seven Seas
Restaurant.
Laryngectomee Support Group/2
p m /Education Unit, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1100.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Duncan's Market/
830 11 30 a m., East Y Grocery/1-3
pm
Murray-Calloway County Shared
. Care Adult Day Care Center open 730
a m -4 p m Info/753-0576.
Breastfeeding Class for Expectant
Parents/1-3 p.m /Calloway County
Health Center.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m /Highway 121 North by
Fairgrounds. Public invited.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p m./open to
newcomers/American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Into. 753-8136 or 435-4314.
Hazel k,odge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 p m /lodge hall.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St 'open 6-11 p m. Info/
753-TEEN
First United Methodist Church events
include Senior Adult Choir 1030 a m.;
Senior Adult Fellowship/noon.
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer.'5 15 pm
First Christian Church Yoputh B-B-0
fundraiser/10 a m /Piggly Wiggly.
YMCA events include Aerobics
Step/l0. a m./12th Street Branch.
Into/759-9622 or 759-9699
Honors DarCurris Center Ballroom,
Murray State University/3-30-5 p.m.
Nursing Senior recognition
ceremony/7 30 p.m./Curris Center
Ballroom, Murray State University.
Cadet Comissioning/6 p m./Freed
Curd Auditorium, Collins Center, Murray State University.
National Scouting Museum/9
a m.-4 30 p.m.
Mery Grillin Theater7.30 p tn./across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, Ill. Info/1-800-935-7700.

Those wishing to attend are
asked to call Gloria Peck Hargrove or Vicky Wimberly at
the park, 4 74-22 I I or
1-800-325-0143.
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In Israel's Negev
Desert, farmers collect
and conserve dew to use
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We are honored that

We are honored that
Rebekah Howard
111.-1
Pam Prescott
:Lr4
and
and
David Edwards
C
Kerry
Oakley
have chosen the's
. r%
have
chosen
their
stoneware, stemware
[--4 P- pottery and accessories
and accessories
through our bridal registry.
through our bridal registry.'c4' F.::
"
A
•
Pam and Kerry will be
Rebekah and David will
married June 17, 1905
be married May 27, 1995.,r4 17.);:

E:S.4

We are honored that
Amy Ross
C-4
C41
and
0;31
Anthony Brown
have chosen their
' 4
stoneware & accessories 1.2
'.44
!PIA , , thrOugh our bridal registry. 0:I
p Amy and Anthony will be :CI!
k7. „.4
married June 17, 1995. 0..11
74
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Casa (let Sot
11004 Chestnut St
753-1133
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CONTRACT BRIDGE

South . s'er
spades,thus establishing the ten for
By Rea Graves
to supply the stamp.)
Both sioes
a citscard of one of dummy's hearts.
Public Library Director
Lest anyone complain about the
Ni gni
Farling that, he could lead a heart
Everybody and their dog that gets library wasting tax money printing
40 A tl 1
from dummy and hope East had the
any money from the federal govern- these letters, the costs of the letters
•7
ace
ment is in Washington right now, and envelopes has been fully paid
•K o
Accordingly, South ruffed the
fighting tooth and nail to make sure by a private individual who thinks
•K It
club lead, drew a round of trumps,
that the necessary budget cuts don't libraries are worth IL
WEST
EAsT
and cashed the A-Q-K'of spades
come from their section of the
r;
Some people will question the
* .114 54
When the jack did not appear.South
•A 1114
budget. The squeaking wheels are appropriateness of libraries and li•(1.19
crossed to dummy by tufting the ten
• I,
• r,
going to get the grease and those
of spades and led a heart to the king
brary associations asking the gov•A 11/t; 4 3 2 West won with the ace and the de*(j.1 s
that sit idly by will get it right ernment for more money when they
St )1111
fense cashed two more- hearts for
between the eyes.
are trying to cut back. Lots of
• K 1117 ",
down one
Well pilgrim, it's time to stand up
people seem to think that librarians
•K
Declarer would have made the
and be counted for libraries. Con- should just sniff politely, think
•A t
13
ocontract had he revised his original
HI IF N tin R_L,14
gress is working itself into a lather
high-minded thoughts, sit there and
plan after uncovering the actual
getting ready to cut the budget and if take it. Sorry to disappoint you, but Republican Women of Calloway County met April 27 Pictured, from left,
spade
division That West still had
Doyle
front,
M. Williams, chairman of Republican Party of Calloway
you don't want the federal funding
•
‘A.•st
North last
librarians and libraries have
the tack of spades served South's
Thornton,
Republican
president
Kathy
County,
of
Women
Calloway
of
•
I•
of libraries to be one of the first changed since your grandfather's
1'as4
ultimate purpose lust 89 Well as a
County, Joy C. Meade, vice president, back row, Jacque Oliver, Jo Ann
•
more favorable spade division_
geese to the chopping block, you
time.
Hammock, Katherine Ray and Nancy Meacham. Not pictured is Helen
; • • ne
Ticen chibs
After taking the high spades,deneed to write your senators and
Boughton. Plans were discussed for a breakfast meeting arid memberclarer should have led a trump to
congressman now.
Declarer t :it, sometimes turn
ship drive in the near future.
dummy. ruffed dummy's last club,
The federal government has been
i.vhat app..ars tin he an unfnendly and then led the ten of spades Infunding library service in the United
development to his ,e.cri advantage
stead of trumping West's jack, howStates at the level- of 57 cents per
To do s,. howevor. he most remain
ever. South would discard one of
person. That's barely enough to buy
flexible at all tones, lest the oppor
dummy's hearts
a hamburger at a fast-food place.
tuna v pass him liv
This would leave West in a hope(Not a cheeseburger, mind you,just
Coiticider ttills deal where 1.Vest less predicament 15 he led a heart,
Two
newborn admissions and
Mrs Martha A McKendree, Benton.
led the dub . PP}I against fi ve dia .
Mrs Kathryn McNutt arid baby girl.
a plain old hamburger.)
South would score the king,arid if he
Mrs. Valerie Walker and baby girl and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Mrs Kalpna Patel and baby girl, Mrs
morals Sr ititi1.R41111Y concern was the led a club, declarer would discard a
We need to have this funding
Robert A. Colley. Farmington. Lance
Ruby C Grogan, Mrs Maggie Woods.
County Hospital for Sunday, May
possditlity of losing three heart second heart from dummy while
raised to one dollar per person
T. Copeland, Fulton;
7,
Mrs. Beulah D Smith. Mrs Elitricks. and he could see two chances trumping in his hand Dummy's last
have
been
released as follows:
across the United States. That's like
Mrs. Ruth M. Jackson, Miss Kristen
zabeth S Bryant, and Mrs Velma E
to hold his heart losers to two. One heart would he South's only other
Newborn admissions
moving from a hamburger per perB. McReynolds. Devon A Schroader.
Roberts, all of Murray
was that the rack of spades might loser, and the contract would be
parents,
Valerie
girl,
Walker
baby
Mrs Cathern S. Wyatt,
• • • •
son pa year up to a large soft drink. and James, Farmington;
fall when he cashed his three top assured
Where does the 57 cents go?
Huetteman baby boy, parents. Julie
Tomorrow Bidding gut/
Through the Library Services and
and Carl, Murray.
Dismissals
Construction Act(LSCA)it goes to
Miss Deborah J. Paschall, Puryear,
the individual states to he used in
Tenn., Mrs. Michelle Freeman, Hazel:
building new libraries, expanding
Miss Robyn Elyse Ridley, Hardin;
old ones and providing services that
Clayton Bridges, Almo; Mrs. Flossie
help libraries use their current in
B. Hughes, New Concord; Mrs. Ruby
P Griffey, Hopkinsville; Robert H.
come more efficiently.
White, Hickory;
Campbell County has just gotten
Mrs. Sheila Smith and baby girl,
a new library with help from the
Mrs. Carol Ann Wolfe, and Edward
LSCA. Shelby County is doubling
Mathis, all of Murray.
the size of their library with this
• • • •
• •
One newborn admission and
same help. One day it Will be our
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
turn to renovate and we'll need the
1 YEAR
County Hospital for Monday,
help, too.
May 8, have been released as*
Right now,the LSCA saves us 10
to 12 thousand dollars a year by -follows:
CREDIT**
Newborn admission
providing the funds for the KenOverby baby boy, mother, Brandy,
tucky Library Information Center
Cerulean.
(KLIC)librarians. The KLIC libraDismissals
rians are our reference librarians.
Mrs. Carla G. White and Mrs. PauSolitaires
When we hit a question that we can't
line Bucy, Hazel: Mrs. Mina Tamashiro
and baby boy, Paris, Tenn.;
All Shape
manage, we call our KLIC office in
All Sizes
Bowling Green and they come up
with the answer. If it weren't for
Marilyn's
1,
1
them, we'd have to have a lot more C4da
C'e°
books in our reference section and
renew them a lot more often. Thai
hannel `-,et Design
would mean fewer novels, fewer
7 I hamond Marquise
1/4 Carat"
1 / 2 C mat'
Brilliant
1111
magazines,fewer large print books,
Round
... well, you gct thc idea. Money wc
V Ax,
Three sizes at
soLtig •A
save by not spending it on reference
Three Low Prices!
N.tooth PO •
NEW! $799
is money we can spend on books'
1/4-Carat 1/2 Carat One Carat
Specializing In Professional,
Ono Corot"
you want to read..
Occupational. and
\
..A(.%%).1 eT ()lir Ct)iict-Iion
Special Ocaision Baskets
(
OK,so what do you need to do?
Row
\ Month 571) A Month
Honor That Special Person In Your Life
Come wine library,(bring three
One
Carat*
National Nurses Week May 6-12
first class stamps with you), pick up
NEW! Diamond Wraps for
Paducah Community College Nursing
and fill out-the letters to Senator
Graduation May 8
your Solitaire
Ford,Senator McConnell,and ConMurray University Nursing Graduation
1 /4 Carat* $17 A Month
May 18
gressman Whitfield.,The letters are
Rer Sirtes,
4 Diamond
Mother's Day May 14
pre-addressed and there are preGuaranteed
Send Your Child's Teacher An Appreciation
"t tern not burgh,
addressed envelopes too. Please
Gift Basket
Moor;;;;;;
write in your own words, in the
Marilyn Starnes Walker, R.N.B.S.N.
A).
space provided, why the library is
• egii0
Owner
1/ 4
(drat*
One Carat*
important to you and why Congress
1-800-489-2022
5
.
4i.*7.:4111k6 Diamond
should increase the funding to libratl?i tiro!'
4502) 489-2020 .
A
ries. Fold the letters, put them in the
Delivered Across Town or Country
$599
correct envelopes and put a stamp
on them. (We'll be glad to send
111,
111,
them out in a bundle:but you have
4444
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Anniversary & Wedding Band Head uarters
More Styles...More Savin •s...More u lity

Gift Baskets

$199 $399 $199 $499

"
'
1 944
'
7 $699

March 15 through May 30, 1995!
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PAYMENTS
FINANCE CHARGES

FOR ,6 MONTHS!*
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Bracelets
"Nobody sells
Clear not
Cloudy
Diamonds
jOr,Less!"
Price Break!

$1,299

'IF ACCOUNT PAID WITHIN 6 MONTHS,
For DE Room
Cond•!-,', pitichasPi
GECAF ft
pour GE CAF Credit
Account March 15 through Mrn 30 7995 sub/ect to credit approve)
Financing for
by Moodivam Cred.! Can gal, (1,
Fmance charges will be • GE Appliances
assessed on •,.01,, e,,ictia
pronroborlai period, hut will be
credited to in,, accowit d the pc,',- chase is paid en tell within this period In
states other
than CO IA ME NC dm/ 10 ft?, .ir f tints opened tie/ore 72 15 91. the APR is
1;
but
map vamv renp,f,(fiat r
is hpn onf,
rare o. grecter thao r,and, For accounts
opened on or atter 12 15 94 rhe :
.1PR o, 2284 '', hot mlry vary above that rate when the
8 .
is
kti NC and WI. finance charges will be assessed
at fir- Apq
;I! CO f.na,'Ir o ha,ges 0/M ho assessed at 79".- or 21",('depending
VOW GECAF Plan
••.-•
financo ,,croe o, S50. except MIA. ME, NC
,,,nd WI there is 110/I1,1,•••
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Three Carat*

36 A Month

0:1
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ONE BIG CARAT*
Your Choice -

Waterfillt St tilt.
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Diamond
"Mom"
Pendant
tter 5150-0

Black Onyx
SolidC;old
18"C halm,
Your Choice

-T

S99
Designer
ashion Cluster
Ladies
Diamond
Horseshoe

Re! SS44

14K Polished Hoop Earrings
Mr or AVIVII/MR

ONLY

Doorbuster!

599

Solid Gold Bracelet
or 14K Diamond
Earrings

Free Delivery • Free Normal Installation

Biggest Selection...Best Value...
No Down Payment
Thru Mother s Day!
,%ith 00 minimum pit rchiw

Your Choice

Murray Appliance B TV
''You' (;1

212 E Main

Jelin

Aur

Diamond
•ugget
Rand

Do.fi#,r

Howard Coy-Owner

1%••11;lit

753-1586

JEWELERS
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SIS A \I( ri th

$99

Mom's Ring

ti„„t

• HLefftcienty.
9 5/9 5 E1R
• 18,000/17,500 B111
• 230/208 volts,8 8/
9.2 amps
•3 cooling/2 fan only
speeds
• 10-position thermostat
• Easy to-clean
slide not filter

499

Maiestn
'two Popular Styles! $

with One Diamond

Hi-Efficiency Room
Air Conditioner

,C4

Big Clusters...Big Discounts...Clear Diamonds
2 NEW Stifies!
A °4E1e1.4
TWO BIG CARAT
4-4
w
..(4M:
.
.
Your
Choice
i")4P.C46:
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$22 A Month

WHEN YOU BUY ANY GE ROOM AIR CONDITIONER
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W. KY WOODMEN OF THE WORLD YOUTH CAMP & RESC

FUN

TM (

Chestnut
Street

753-6656

SECURITY
Janus R. Jackson
Woodman Bldg.
3rd I Masts, Murray
7534113

0, ,ttty.tr,•
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Woodmen
ot the %%Auld

lilt Insw.int
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Murray, Ky.

An Invitation to Ca

WAI:MART

Camp Woodmen of the World, located on the outskirts of Mut
W.O.W. is an educational adventure, with many smiling and laugh
make camping more enjoyable than_ever before. We offer cabins i
In our food service area well-balanced meals are prepared with
and served in our air conditioned dining hall. There is always a
Nurse on hand in our health center. The camp staff are certified
have a doctor on call 24 hours a day.
While at Camp W.O.W., your children can swim in our Junior 01
certified staff. In our athletic field they will find horseshoes, w
other sports and games. Nearby you will find our rifle and arcl
teams course, craft center, nature trail, and our new 40 foot rapp
and climbing wall, all managed by well-trained staff specialists.
The camp has received many honors, one of which include b4
Youth Camps in the nation to be Accredited by the America
organization, and is one of only nine accredited camps in Kentuc
Camp W.O.W. is owned and operated by the West Kentucky W
Inc. and all of its members. The camp is a non-profit corporation
cost for a camper to attend for one week is only $15.00 which
order to attend Camp W.O.W. a camper must have a Woodmen I
not members of Woodmen then contact Camp Director Colleen A
not discriminate on the basis of sex, race, creed, or religion.
The Camp Director Mrs. Colleen "Dinker" Anderson, her famil
invitation to the following individuals to attend camp this surnmo
15 year olds, and Senior Week (60 and over). We have a great r
attend!

Hwy. 641 North

•-•

JPI*31;111
Faye Childress
Woodmen Bldg
3rd $
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753-5234
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Murray Appliance
TV
"Your GE, Jenn Air & Hotpoint Dealer"

212 E. Main

753-1586

Calloway County
Lumber Company
204 North 4th • Murray • 753-5833
rei rt,oniat.,
‘,0 Fle*.I'n;e and `..ngje Pr**
rni urn 1-*Intred Ainuit V,ans

David L Hudspeth
Woodmen Building
3rd & Maple Murray
753 1 S20
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Colleen A. Anders

ife Ineurance Society

Camp W.O.W. Directo
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Noon
Buffet
75737PORo Only
$395
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Everyday 11 a.m. III 2 P.m.

McCLARD'S
SERVICE
24 HR. WRECKER SERVICE
601 Main Street • Murray, KY 42071
Phone: Day • 753-9132 Night 753-1234 • 753-1930

CI:43114

:VA :till

Your Primary Cars
Physicians:
sosett slims MD • FYI* Pt•caleA

John W Hernmons
Woodmen aldg
3rd & Maple, Murray
7594730

Clot MD • Warne Madam
klyCe Hughes. MO Pathetic*
Robs! Kordevich, HO •
Pucka

ter

r:1

14c4s

ladtaal Maas MD • f Andy Radio

jt Woodmen
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Inmerant e SOt lett,
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Primary•

A_

Mu'

MEDICAL CENTER
;Afro, iev •/When
Hu*"aft r•Morro

a.m... p.m. Mon.-Fr., I a.m..Noon Sot
Sults 4110W • Medical Arta Sidg. • 300 1. Sth • Wray • 7364200
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ACCREDITED
CAMP
AMERICAN CAMPING ASSOCIATION

TM 0 AMERICAN CAMPING ASSOCIATION

How con buying insurance
get you to summer camp')

A•
Tim Scruggs. F
9L Woodmen Woodmen
Bldg

IC

of I hc World

gfr Ir“.11r 4r., 4,,

Cuo) 753_4377

TO1AL HARDWAHI '
Pntrat Shoppirri r,oropr
Murray. KY
7518601

'4411,

Black's Decorating Center
of Murray, Ky., Inc.
Contract Painting • Floor Covering
Wall Covering • Window Treatment
Coronado Paint
Carlos Black. Jr.
President
701 S. 4th St. • Murray • 753-0839
Fax 753-6244
FORD
<-3M) MERCURY
LINCOLN

An Invitation to Campers

on the outskirts of Murray, whose roots in camping run deep. Camp
many smiling and laughing campers. The camp is always improving to
before. We offer cabins in our wooded pine area.
meals are prepared with down home cooking by our Food Service Staff
g hall. There is always an Emergency Medical Technician (E.M.T.) or a
camp staff are certified in American Red Cross First Aid & CPR, and we

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
Murrri

Tril Main Street

an swim in our Junior Olympic pool or take swim lessons from our fully
will find horseshoes, washers, sand volleyball, softball, kickball, and
ill find our rifle and archery ranges, tennis courts, low ropes course,
ind our new 40 foot rappelling tower and challenge course, with zipline
rained staff specialists.
one of which include becoming the first of all Woodmen of the World
:redited by the American Camping Association, a national camping
:redited camps in Kentucky.
by the West Kentucky Woodmen of the World Youth Camp and Resort,
a non-profit corporation supported by donations and our society. The
is only $15.00 which is considerably less than most area camps. In
must have a Woodmen membership of some type. If your child(ren) is
Camp Director Colleen Anderson at (502) 753-4382. Camp W.O.W. does
a, creed, or religion.
cer" Anderson, her family, and the camp staff would like to extend an
attend camp this summer. Programs for 1995 include: 6-7 year olds, 8over). We have a great program planned for you, so we hope you will
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Today's Sports

Sports News

Sigaas

ST. PAUL, Minn.(AP) — An agreement to move the
Winnipeg Jets. to Minnesota could be announced
today, and probably by the end of the week. The NHL
has given Minnesota the first shot at buying the team,
which is expected to cost about $65 million.

• BASEBALL: Murray at Tilghman — 4:30
• SOFTBALL: Heath at Calloway — 4 30
Cnnstian Fetlowsho al Murray — 4 30
II TRACK: at Roy Stewan Stadium — 5

Chicago's familiar No. 23 rips Magic
Jordan hits 38
to even series
By FRED GOODALL
AP Sports Writer
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — He
had 23 on his back, 45 on his
shoes and determination in his
eyes.
Michael Jordan was his superstar self again, leading Chicago
to another playoff victory, a
104-94 triumph that evened the
Bulls' Eastern Conference semifinal against Orlando at one game
apiece.
Jordan uncharacteristically

made mistakes that cost his teeth
Game 1. He was so determined to
make amends Wednesday night
that he surprised almost everyone, his teammates included, by
slipping on the jersey he and the
Bulls had said he'd never wear
again.
Jordan was No. 45 when he
was held to 19 points on 8-for-22
shooting and failed to take care
of the ball in crunch time in
Orlando's 94-91 victory in Game
1. No. 23 made 11 of 13 shots in
the second half and finished with
38 points in Game 2.
Why he made the change, Jordan wasn't saying. He left Orlando Arena without speaking to

reporters, leaving others to compare the No. 23 to the No. 45 of
three nights earlier.
"He had a little more determination," said the Magic's Nick
Anderson, whose defense on Jordan was one of the keys to the
opener. "He came out focused
and ready to play."
Jordan, however, didn't take
over at the expense of not involving others in the offense. Scottie
Pippen also rebounded from a
subpar performance (7 points on
2-for-11 shooting in Game 1)
with 22 points as Chicago shot 51
percent compared to 44 percent
in the opener.
"There's still 'a lot of ball left,

but this gives us a real boost,"
the Bulls' Steve Kerr said, looking ahead to Game 3 Friday night
at the United Center in Chicago.
Shaquille O'Neal led Orlando
with 25 points, but had only six
in the fourth quarter when he was
slowed by foul trouble. Horace
Grant had 23 points and 15
rebounds, while Anfemee Hardaway scored 20.
Anderson, who may have
influenced Jordan's decision to
change numbers with words as
well as strong defense, wasn't
nearly as effective as in Game 1.
However, he didn't take back
anything he said about Jordan
being better in No. 23 than No.

Indiana takes
a look back at
previous game
Pacers prepared for
Market Square battle
By HANK LOWENKRON
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — It didn't look
any better a day later, when the Indiana
Pacers reviewed for more than two hours
their latest error-filled playoff loss to the
New York Knicks.
The Pacers hope to erase all memories of
the game and their 35 turnovers tonight
when the Knicks visit Market Square Arena for Game 3 in their best-of-7 Eastern
Conference semifinals.
It was a joke, and our guys know that.
:I they didn't see it, then we've got real
problems," coach Larry Brown said Wednesday of his team's performance in Tuesday's 96-77 loss to the Knicks in New
York, which evened the series 1-1.
The Pacers had 35 turnovers in the game
and scored just 27 points in the second
half.
"There are a lot of things we need to do
to adjust, that we need to get better. I think
all of the things that we talk about adjusting can be taken care of, it you do it with
effort," Brown said.
The Pacers, who lost the Eastern Conference finals to New York in seven games
last year, are hoping a return to their home
court for the next two games will boost
their. chances of not being eliminated by
the Knicks for a third consecutive year.
"The home court advantage has
shifted," said Indiana's Reggie Miller.

45.
"I don't think I said anything
out of place. What I said is true,"
said Anderson, who created headlines when he said Jordan isn't
the same player he was before his
abrupt retirement in 1993.
"He came out in. No. 23 and
showed what No. 23 can do,"
Anderson added. "I didn't say
anything out of line. I didn't
downgrade anybody. I just voiced
my opinion. I think he's better
wearing No. 23."
Jorclan established himself early, making a 3-pointer to start the
game and taking 13 of the Bulls'

CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
(Best-of-7)
Wednesday, May 10
Chicago.
104
Orlando.
94
(Series tied 1-1)
•

•

•

•

Thursday, May 11
New York at Indiana, 7 p.m. (TNT)
Houston at Phoenix, 9.20 p.m. (TNT)
Friday, iday 12
Orlando at Chicago, 7 p.m. (TNT)
San Antonio at L.A. Lake's, 9.30 p.m.
(TNT)
Saturday, May 13
Phoenix at Houston, 12 p.m. (NBC)
New York at Indiana, 2:30 p.m. (NBC)
Sunday, May 14
Phoenix at Houston, 12 p.m. (NBC)
San Antonio at L.A. Lakers, 2 p.m. (NBC)
Orlando at Chicago, 4:30 p.m. (NBC)

II See Page 11

SPRING SPORTS
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Tigers still rolling;
top Graves Co. 5-0
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Lakers take
care of Flash

crossed the plate on another
Graves error.
Weatherly singled in the fifth
and eventually came home following singles by Shane Schroader and Ryan Vanover.
Murray, which had nine hits on
the day, got help from seven
Graves errors in the field. Vanover, Weatherly and Ted Booth all
went 2-for-3 for the Tigers, with
Vanover driving in two runs.
Murray plays at Paducah
Tilghman today at 4:30 and hosts
Trigg County Friday at 4:30 to
close out the regular season.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Tigers just keep
on rolling.
Murray improved to 18-2 Wednesday with a 5-0 win over
Graves County at Ty Holland
Field. Ethan Crum pitched a complete game, giving up just two
hits, striking out eight and walking none to improve his season
mark to 5-0.
Calloway 2, Lone Oak 0
The Tigers scored once in the
In a tight defensive battle, Calsecond inning, added three runs loway managed single runs in the
in the third and tacked on one fourth and fifth innings to evenmore in the fifth.
tually down Lone Oak WednesIn the second, Robert Weather- day at the Calloway field.
ly scored without the benefit of a
The Lakers (16-9) picked up
hit as he reached base on an only five hits to Lone Oak's four,
error, took second on a wild pitch
but the Purple Flash made four
and scored on another error.
errors in the field.
In the third inning, Stephen
Calloway's first run came
Crouch reached base on an error about when Sam Arnett singled
and scored after a Ted Booth
home Josh McKee!, who had
single arfd- a fielder's choice by reached on a fielder's choice. In
Jason West. Booth came home on
a sacrifice fly by Crum and West • See Page 11
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Calloway's Sean Waller is tagged out at the plate in Wednesday's 2-0
win over Lone Oak at the
Calloway field.

Zeile returns to Cards with bang
St. Louis avoids
sweep; wins 11-1
By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Todd
Zeile's debut was such a smash,
it was almost worth waiting for.
"I had a lot of stored-up
energy," Zeile said after homering twice in his first start of
the season as the St. Louis Cardinals beat the Chicago Cubs
11-I Wednesday night. "I'm
not good being on the disabled
list."
Zeile began the year on the
DL for the first time in his
areer due to an inflamed tenton in his left hand. He was
.upposed to start Tuesday, but

entered the game late and went
1-for-2 after getting stuck at a
New Orleans airport for five
hours due to inclement weather.
Starting in the cleanup spot
Wednesday, he lined a home
run off a hanging breaking ball
from Kevin Foster in the first to
give the Cardinals their first
lead of the series, then homercd
to straightaway center off
Tanyon Sturtze in the seventh.
"I mean, I don't expect to
come out and hit two home runs
the first day or any day," Zeile
said. "But I'll take them. I
knew I was ready and I came
back feeling good and strong
and confident."
The Cardinals got shut out on
Tuesday night and Cardinals
manager Joe Torre said Zeile
will make a big difference.
"I told him, when you're

ready for us, we're ready for
you," Torre said. "He's had
some good swings. Hopefully,
he keeps it up."
Ken Hill worked eight strong
innings as the Cardinals avoided a three-game sweep and
handed the Cubs only their second road loss in eight games.
Chicago was looking to match
its best road start since 1907.
"This is the kind of game
you've just got to forget
about," Cubs manager Jim Riggleman said.
Ray Lankford also homered
off Foster (2-1), who lasted 3
2-3 innings and gave up five
runs on six hits. Bernard Gilkey
drove in four runs with a tworun double and a two-run
single. Gilkey finished with 11
RBIs in a 5-5 homestand.
The only stumble for Hill

STP
OIL

(2-0) was allowing Sammy
Sosa's third home run with one
out in the fourth. He allowed
four hits, striking out three and
walking one, and allowed only
two runners past first base. Tom
Urbani pitched the ninth.
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P
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Working on three days' rest,
Hill threw 91 pitches. He
wasn't concerned that he
missed a chance at the team's
first complete game.
"I wasn't overthrowing and I
was in command and hitting my
spots," Hill said. "It felt good,
especially after my last start."
Hill has had two very good
starts, including seven innings
of shutout ball against Pittsburgh on May 1, but in his
other two starts he allowed nine
earned runs in 8 2-3 innings.

STEVE PARKER/Adger & Times photo

Murray High's Leigh Haverstock, left, gives teammate Kim Alexande
r
room to return in their 8-2 doubles win over St. Mary Wednesday.

Cincinnati's Jarvis baseball's first finisher

By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Sports Writer
After 172 games over the first
15 days of the season, the complete game drought and solo shutout shortage came to an end on
1).1y 16.
The unlikely winner: Kevin
Jarvis of the Cincinnati Reds.

"He was just a name. Other
than that, none of us had heard of
him. I doubt any of us had ever
faced him," Marlins first baseman Greg Colbrunn said.
The 25-year-old right-handcr
pitched a two-hitter Wednesday
night, beating Florida 3-0. It was
the first complete game of the

season in either league and it
came much later than it usually
would.
The reason: Pitchers, even.
when they were throwing well,
have been pulled from games
after six, seven or eight innings
to prevent them from throwing
too many pitches too early in the

season. Also, teams are carrying
an extra pitcher or two since rosters are temporarily expanded to
28.
"It is surprising considering
the shortened spring training we
all had, but he had a lot of quick
innings and that helped," Reds
catcher Eddie Taubensee said.

•

Jarvis, making his third start of
the season and his ninth career
major league appearance, threw
110 pitches, struck out three and
walked two. The only hits he
allowed were a double top,Colbrunn in the second inning and a
two-out single to Gary Sheffield
in the ninth.

Jarvis didn't allow any runners
to reach third base and retired 13
in a row at one point, keeping the
Marlins winless (0-7.) at home
this season.
Jarvis spent most (it 1994 at
Triple A Indianapolis, going 10-2
with a 1.54 ERA
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Sports Briefs

Murray St. graduation
will include 39 athletes

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A total of 39 former or current Murray State athletes will be pan
of Saturday's graduation ceremonies at Murray State University.
Graduation ceremonies are set for 9 a.m. in the Quadrangle on
the MSU campus.
"We congratulate these outstanding young men and women on
their accomplishments," said MSU athletic director Michael D.
Strickland. "This is a greater achievement than any victory on the
field, any championship won, or any individual athletic honor
attained. These young men and women have not only sacrificed
many hours on the practice field, but have also focused their attention on their main priority here at Murray State — leaving with a
degree."
Saturday's graduates who have been student-athletes during their
stay at MSU:
Angela Ames (rifle), Evan Beck (golf), Leslie Brown (athletic
training), Rebecca Burnett (track), Charles Carpenter (football),
Paul Clements (golf), John Cline (rifle), Vincent Cornelius (track),
Justin Crouse (football), Sarah Dearworth (volleyball), Greg
Deaves (track), Heather Donovan (tennis), Dedre Jackson Fair
(track), Chris Godwin (baseball), Lance Goldhahn (rifle), Michael
Gossett (football), Kriste Haberer (basketball), Trevor Hamilton
(track), Melody Helgerson (track).
Beth Herzman (rifle), Jason Karem (baseball), Danny Kerruish
(golf), Joe Lepsis (football), Tremain Lewis (football), Jim Lis
(baseball), Thomas Meyer (golf), Laura Newcomb (basketball),
Jennifer Parker (basketball), Lequida Pearson (basketball), LeSenna
Powell (track), Jason Roof (baseball), Heather Samuel (track),
Melissa Shelton (basketball), Mechelle Shelton-Beaty (basketball),
Jimmy Stratton (football), Kate Urness (track), Kevin Ward (track)
and Bernie Ysursa (baseball).

Daily Monday-Friday

LOCAL BASEBALL
BRONCO LEAGUE
In Tuesday night's Bronco League action:
Stokes El, FOP 2:(Stokes) Jonathan Hedges 1B, Tony Ryan 1B, 38, Aaron
Cowan 18, 2B; Adam Glisson 1B; Clayton Elliott 1B. (FOP) Austin Webb 38.
Jason Haley M.
Hawaiian Tropic 4, English Farms 2: (Hawaiian Tropic) Mark Chamberlain 28, Josh Hodges 1B; Brad Thurmond 1B. (English Farms) Anthony Cogdell 3B, Josh Seavers 113, Drew Henry 2B.

MSU BASEBALL

'Breds to host summer baseball clinics
Murray State baseball coach Mike Thieke and his staff will conduct three summer baseball clinics.
Session I is set for May 31-June 2, and will feature pitching and
catching skills. It is open to players from ages 8-17 and will run
from 9 a.m. to noon. The cost is $45, and includes instruction and
refreshments.
Sessions II and III will feature all baseball skills and will run
from 9 a.m.- 3 p.m. Session II, for youngsters age 8-12, is set for
June 5-9, while Session III, for youngsters 13-17, will run June
12-16. Sessions II and III also feature lunch and a T-shirt or cap.
Youngsters can attend Session I, and their choice of Sessions II
or III for $130. There is also a team discount. Early registration is
suggested, as each session is limited to 125 players. The registration deadline is May 23.
For more information, contact the Murray State baseball office at
762-4892.

Ior Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Ship Weekly & Sake Money

UPS

N1-1- 9 a m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza
753-2180

IN•0•0•D•W•0•R•K•
Specializing In Custom Kuchen Cabinets, vanurs
&

ALL SOLID OAK • NO PARTICLE
BOARD
FINISHED OR UNFINISHED
-Gtoe Us Yo4..r Measurerients
-- We 11 11...tki

Sa4.1 Icae Nerds

Open Idanday-Friday Sir 6,
Saturday 0-1
Hwy. 94 East, 3 miles from .Murray
• 753-0961
.41•111111wmanIWIWIIIMS '

Tae Kwon Do
"Tae Kwon Do is the best
thing I've ever done
for my child!"
Call Today! For Trial Program

A E..rti.ti art:
tmerica

•Tigers...
FROM PAGE 10
the fifth, Micah Bazzell was hit
by a pitch, took second on a
single by Jay Herndon and scored
when the Lone Oak shortstop
mishandled a hit by Sean Waller.
Brent Anderson improved to
7-2 on the season with the pitching win. Herndon came on in
relief to get the save.
Calloway's game with Fulton
County scheduled for today has
been cancelled. The Lakers wrap
up the regular season Friday at
Graves County.
TENNIS
Calloway
Four games is as close as Fort
Campbell could get all day at the
Calloway County tennis complex.
Calloway's boys' and girls'
tennis teams rolled to a pair of
easy victories Wednesday afternoon, beating Fort Campbell 9-0
in both matches.
In girls' doubles, Kelley Travis
and Ann Taylor teamed up to

beat Fort Campbell's AndersonCook 8-4. That was as close as
the Falcons would get in 18
matches.
In girls' play, No. 1 Juli Yoo,
No. 2 Erin Grogan, No. 3 Elizabeth Blackford, No. 4 Ann
Taylor and No. 5 Kylie Johnson
all won their singles matches 8-1.
Kelley Travis was an 8-0 winner
at No. 6.
In doubles, Yoo-Johnson
recorded an 8-2 win at No. 1,
No.2 Taylor-Travis won 8-4 and
No. 3 Price-Saxon won 8-3.
On the boys' side, Peter
O'Rourke picked up an 8-2 win
at No. 1, Mau Roberts won 8-1 at
No. 2 and Andrew O'Rourke won
8-3 at No. 3.
No. 4 Tom Richter won 8-1,
No. 5 Bryan Meurer won 8-2 and
No. 6 Ben Binford won 8-2 .
In
doubles,
O'Rourke-O'Rourke won 8-0 at
No. 1, Roberts-Richter won 8-3
at No. 2, and Meurer-Binford
won 8-3 at No. 3.

Chicago...
FROM PAGE 10
23 shots in the first quarter. He
made his first six shots in the
third quarter and was 5-for-6 in
the final quarter, including three
jumpers down the stretch to help
the Bulls maintain a comfortable
lead.
Orlando sputtered at critical
times. And once again, O'Neal
had trouble getting off shots in
the fourth quarter, when Chicago
used the Hack-A-Shaq strategy to
put him on the foul line as often

as possible.
O'Neal, a 55 percent free
throw shooter in the playoffs,
was sent to the foul line 20 times
and made 13. Two of the Bulls'
three centers, Luc Longley and
Will Perdue, committed five fouls
apiece to keep O'Neal frehrhnning Chicago inside.
"All the fouling took him out
of his flow offensively," Hill
said. "They're doing a good job
using their fouls and not letting
him get off inside."

L.

SCOREBOARD

(502) 753-6111
1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray

Sponsored By:

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (next to McDonald's)
Good service, 759-9888
good coverage,
good price• Like a good neighbor,
That's
State Farm is there
State Farm
Siam Fenn hsuance Converses
Horne Offices Bioonsrvion hnos
insurance.

SAV

MADE IN THE U.S.A.
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MAJOR LEAGUES
American League
East Division
W
!- Pct. GB
Boston
9
4
692
New York
8
615
5
Toronto
7
6
538 2
ilaInmore
5
8
385
Detroit
4
9
308
5
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Cie,eland
9
4
692 —
Milwaukee
9
4
692 —
Kansas Crty
6
7
462 3
Chicago
5
8
385 4
nnesota
4
10
286 54
West Division
W
I. Pct. GB
California
8
615 —
5
Seattle
7
5
583
Oakland
6
8
429
27,
Teias
5
9
357
3,4
Wednesday's Gene*
Cleveland 3, Kansas City 2. 10 innings
Boston 6. Baismore 2
New York 6 Toronto 4. 11 innings
Chicago 8 Minnesota 7
Detroit 4 Mirwaukee 2. 10 innings comp of susp
game
kahvaukee 13 Detroit 2
Oakland 7. Seattle 4
California 11. Texas 2
Thursday's Games
Detroit (Bergman 0-2) at eAlwaukes(Wegman 0-2),
12 15 pm
Seattie t Wells 0-2, at Oakland (Harkey 0-1). 215
Texas !Rogers I-21 at California (Spnnger 0-01.
3 05 p m
Baltimore (Brovin 2-0) at Boston (Sete 2-0). 6-05
pm
New Vont (Key 1.1) at Toronto Meter 1-11. 635
pm
Frlday's Gemini
Now York (Hutchoxii 0-21 at Boston (Eshelman
2-01. 695 p m
Cleveland (Martinez 2-Of at Baltimore (Rhodes
1-1), 635 pm
Dolton 1Groom 0-1) at Taxa' !Graffiti 0-2). 705
pm
California (Finley 8-31 at Kansas City (Gordon 1 -1 ),
705 pm
Oakland (Stewart 2-1) at lAnnesola (Taloa!" 0-1 )7 05 pm
Toronto (Damen I-0) at Milwaukee (Bones 2-0),
705 pm
Chicago (Alvarez 1-1) at Searle (Johnson 2-0).
9 35 p m

Pik laclephia
Atlanta
Montreal
New York
Flonda
Chicago
Houston
St Louis
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh

Notions! League
East Division
W
L
10
3
7
6
7
7
5
3
10
Central Division
W
I.
8
5
9
5
7
8
5
8
3
9
WO/S1 01111111011

Pct
769
538
500
385
231
Pct
615
615
467
385
250

II

GB

* WAREHOUSE TIRE *

3

400 Industrial Rd. • 753-1111 • Owners: Ronnie Melvin & Gerrald Boyd

5
7
GB
—
—
2
3

W
L Pc; GB
9
4
692 —
8
6
571
8
571
6
1'1,
6
9
400 4
Wedne•day's Gimes
Los Angeles 3 San Diego 1
Cincinnati 3. Fionda 0
Philadelphia 10 Montreal 1
Houston at Pittsburgh ppd ran
New York 5 Atlanta 2
St, Louis 11. Chicago I
Colorado 8, San Francisco 5
Thursday's Games
Montreal (Perez 0-0) at Philadelphia Ike rrits 1-01
12 05 pm
Houston (Senridell 0-0) at Pittsburgh (Wagner 0-31
2 05 p rn
San Francisco (Mulholland 1-1) at Colorado
(Acevedo 0-1) 205 pm
Cincinnati (Schcairek 0-2) at Flonda (Weathers
1-0). 605 pm
Atlanta (Smottz 1.1) at New York (Jones 1-1) 6i0
m
Colorado
Los Angeles
San Francisco
San Diego

Friday's Games
San Dow (Boma 0-2) at Chicago (Navarro 2-01.
220 pm
Colorado (Swift 0-01 at Fionda (Gardner 0-3) 605
m
Cincinnati (Rip 1-2) at Atlanta lkladdux 2-0) 640
pm
Montreal (P Marerwm 2-0) at New Vat (Jabot's
0-2), 640 pm
Philadelphia (Schano 2-0) at Houston (Natoli
1-1). 705 pm
St Louis(Jackson 0-21.1 Los Angeles(Nomo 0-01,
905 p m
Plusburgh (Neagle 0-1) at San Francisco (Portugal
1-0). 905 pm

Across from the YMCA
Between LA Optical & Animal Hospital

THE
WORLDS
•
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JUST GOT BETTER...
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WIN
FREE $25
GROCERIES

Worth more because it does more.

Enter Our
Monthly
Sweepstakes
at your
participating
NAPA Stores

1300 N. 12th St.

753-4424
T

EP

'95 CARAVAN

WHITE

'95 CARAVAN

TEAL

'95 CARAVAN

WHITE

'95 CARAVAN
'95 CARAVAN

MET RED
DRIFTWOOD

'95 CARAVAN

EMERALD

'95 CARAVAN SE
'95 CARAVAN SPORT

TEAL

'95 CARAVAN SPORT

WHITE

WHITE

14,899*
15,999*
16,199*
16,199*
16,299*
16,599*
16,799*
17,799*
18,999*
19,099*
18,999*

CURRENT CHRYSLER MINIVAN OWNERS
SAVE $500 EXTRA'
'Phis T ax

•

-1, • en

'Soo Cwas, t.or Deo av;
Offer F wires S 11 as

Murray Auto Parts
TT

WHITE

'95 GRAND CARAVAN SE WHITE

Get Your Collector's
Cards & Tin Set

A $29 99 valve, lust $12.95 (by wail) wise
you purchase a ease of Valvoline motor oil.

rated :1 by a leading
consumer
me,has
all the stren• and durability
you expect ••ni a
5tihl-built trimmer.

'95 CARAVAN

MCA RUNNING

•

TN, Only

G

.N "UNDER SAWS"

Orange Tag Specials gouli,o1111,••

Murray Home B Auto
Tiankeile. 7533 n

Chestnut St.
Murray

*711)CcSkIraltairifOr taortience
In Western, Ky.

Cain'sto
CHRYSLER.PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray
753-6448
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Artists to paint murals at Kenlake
Over 100 mural painters from all
over the United States will gather to
paint the "blooze" at Kenlake State
Resort Park near Aurora, Ky. May
12-14.
Blooze"
"Walldog
During
weekend, artists will paint six, 8' x
20' blues-related murals to be placed
on the side of the Kenlake Tennis
Center. The murals will complement Kenlake's Hot August Blues
weekend, held each year at the park
amphitheater adjacent to the tennis
center.
What's a walldog? In times past,

a walldog was an artist who drifted
from place to pale painting for
lodging, food and sometimes money. They decorated barns and
fences with scenes of the day.
Today's walldogs are people who
own their own businesses and paint
for a living. Also known as letterheads and pinheads. they last
gathered at Allerton, Iowa to paint
the town, including a city park, the
local sundry shop,the fire station —
with pinstriped aand gold-leafed
fire trucks and last, but not least, the
only only police car. According to
local officials, the murals have

greatly increased tourism and "put activities planned for the walldogs
are community dinners on Friday
Allerton on the map."
and
Saturday nights and blues band
For several weeks,the six project
leaders have kept FAX machines entertainment on Saturday night.
Sponsors of the event are Kenhot, exchanging potential designs
lake
State Resort Park and the Sign
between U.S. cities and hamlets
including Hagerstown, Hoboken, -Studio of Ca!yen City. ContribuCenterville, Pontiac, Lexington and tors are the Marshall County Fiscal
Bloomington. Each of the murals Court, the Marshall County Tourwill be painted in a particular style ism Association, the Jonathan-Auincluding impressionism, realism, rora Action Committee and other
community organizations.
caricature and Tromphe De Art.
The grounds surrounding the tenWhen designs are finalized, they
nis center will be closed to the
will be projected onto a material
public during the day, but will open
called alucobond, then painted and
hung on the side of the tennis center. to the public after 6 p.m. The
The painters will bunk down for community picnic is open to the
artists and to area residents who
their Kentucky weekend in the
bring a dish to share.
Kenlake Tennis Center. Among the

Local attorney conducts
mock trials in schools
Six receive MSU regent's

Randy Hutchens, attorney with
the firm of Overbey and Hutchens,
conducted mock trials with elementary school students throughout the
county last week in conjunction
with Law Day activities sponsored
by the Calloway County Bar Association.
klatchens prepared the mock trial
scnpt which presented the case of
Captain Hook vs. Peter Pan.
- Captain Hook sued Peter Pan for
medical bills he incurred because
Peter Pan cut off his hand. Fourth or
fifth graders from each of the
schools participated in seven mock
trials held in the Calloway Circuit
Courtroom. Mock trials are a way to
introduce students to our legal system through classroom lectures and
student participation as lawyers,

judges, Airy and witnesses.

Other Law Day activities sponsored by the Calloway County Bar
Association included a blood drive
involving members of the legal
profession; presentations about the
juvenile court system to both middle
schools; a mock trial concerning the
issue of whether the school year
should be nine months or yearround, involving Calloway County
Middle School students; attorney
participation in a government class
project at Calloway County High
School; and attorney participation
in the LPN class at Kentucky Tech
Vocational School. Local attorneys
and members of their support staff
organized and participated in these
Law Day activities.

Fluorescent light was invented about 1935.

Paducah * Flemingurniture * Benton

teaching excellence awards
Sid Easley of Murray, chairman
of the Murray State University
Board of Regents,will recognize six
recipients of the Regents Award for
Teaching Excellence Saturday
morning at the 72nd commencement at MSU.
Recipients include:
•Dr. Clifton T. Jones, College of
Business and Public Affairs. Jones
is an associate professor in the
department of economics and finance. He joined the MSU faculty
in 1991.
'Dr. Richard H.Usher,College of
Education. Usher is a professor in
the department of elementary and
secondary education. He joined the
faculty in 1977.
'Dr. Richard Scott, College of
Fine Arts and Communication.
Scott, a member of the MSU faculty
since 1983,is an associate professor
in the department of music.
•Dr. Fred Cornelius, College of
Humanistic Studies. Cornelius, an
associate professor in the depart-

ment of English, has been on the
faculty since 1976.
•Dr. James D. Davis, College of
Industry and Technology. Davis
joined the MSU faculty in 1984 and
is a professor in the department of
agriculture.
Commencement programs and
refreshments will be available at
three tents located on the perimeter
of the quadrangle. Immediately
following the ceremony,a reception
for the graduates and their guests,
given by the MSU Board of Regents, president, provost, vice president, associate vice president,
deans,faculty and staff, will be held
under a tent in front of Lovett
Auditorium.
Other events leading up to commencement include:
The annual Honors Day ceremony will be held Friday, May 12,
at 3:30 p.m. in the Curris Center
ballroom. Colleges, departments,
honor societies and organizations
will recognize outstanding students.

* Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton

FREE
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FURNITURE

The Clear

PAY NOTHING TIL MAY 1996

The personal touch Is evident In MCCH's nursing care. Here, Peggy Futrell,
LPN on the hospital's 3-West wing, listens to the breathing of patient Harry
Hawkins of Murray.

MCCH to celebrate National
Nurses Week May 6-12
There are well over 250 licensed
nurses and 150 other nursing personnel at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Take time to say thanks to
these nurses who are there around
the clock enhancing patient recovery,improving patients'daily health
status, providing education and followup, and saving lives.
May 6-12 is National Nurses
Week with the theme: "Nurses -The Heart of Health Care." Like
that theme,the MCCH nursing staff
is truly at the center of the healthcare providing at MCCH.
The hospital recognizes this by
providing support and educational
assistance through tuition reimbursement and scholarships to
nurses. Various scheduling options
and career opportunities let nurses
at MCCH explore nursing areas that
interest them most. Plus, inservice
programs are offered regularly to
help maintain a high level of care.
The nursing units were treated to
a pizza meal earlier this week, and
staff members had an opportunity to
hear nationally known motivational
speaker, Dr. Art Garner. He spoke
on "Recharging Your Batteries," a

program that re-energizes workers
and encourages innovative approaches and commitment to quality.
"We are very happy to be honoring Olif nurses," said MCCH Director of Nursing, Sally Davenport.
"They are working in a highly
technical, sophisticated and exacting science; and they serve our
community with competent, compassionate care."
Graduates of four-year accredited nursing programs or of associate degree programs at the junior
college level are eligible to become
licensed. They become licensed as
registered nurses by successfully
completing the State Board of
Examinations.
To become a licensed practical
nurse, one year of study in a
vocational school setting and successful completion of a State Board
Examination is required.
urses are making a difference at
MCCH, and area residents are encouraged to take this opportunity to
express thanks to all these special
people during National Nurses
Week.
,r$

Woodmen to note founding of
Ranger youth program May 12
Members of Woodmen of the
World Society's Calloway County
Lodges will celebrate the 92nd
anniversary of the founding of the
Woodmen-Ranger -youth -program
on May 12.
Founded by Dr. J.N. Taylor on
May 12, 1903, as the "Boys of
Woodcraft," the organization was
the first youth program of its kind in
the United States. Dr. Taylor
formed the first camp in Jacksonville, Florida,for boys ages 7 to 18.
The organization grew rapidly and
by 1905 there were 400 camps and
5,000 youth members nationwide.
In 1965, the boys' lodges were
renamed the Rangers and girls', the
Rangereues. In 1983, mixed lodges
were formed joining the Rangers
and Rangerettes into the presentday Woodmen Rangers.
Today's Ranger program has
grown to more than 81,000 active
members in 1,006 lodges across the
nation. Members work toward
acquiring 16 Activity and four Degree patches. Activity patches
include archery, Americanism, bicycling, camping, swimming, and
arts and crafts. The Degree program
teaches members about personal
development, safety and outdoor

FOR

Who says you can't have your cake and eat it too! Well at Fleming Furniture you can.
If you just built a new home, just remodeled an existing home or your old home
furnishings just need replacing, hurry in today and you will **Pay Nothing for 1 Full
Year..til May 1996. Hurry to Fleming Furniture today and save up to 60% off storewide.

Substantial
1 FULL YEAR
Factory Incentives WITH NOTHING TO PAY

Storewide Savings Up To 60% Plus...
Pay Absolutely Nothing Til May 1996
NO PAYMENT for 1 Full Year

NO INTEREST for 1 Full Year

Bumuiszille
Gallery

Letter of Appreciation

NO DOWN PAYMENT

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY!
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Paducah

DIVIII1011 of KelJey-WiggIne Furniture, Inc.

431 8 16th 8tyre t * Paducah. /(y 309 A Main * Benton . Yy
49-4493 * 1-800-788-6224
527-3481 * 1-800-9Qq-6214
OPEN DAILY 9 t.o 5 * FRIDAY NIgliT UNTIL 8

• Fleming Fu nit ure * Benton

activities.
"Today's Ranger program challenges our youth to become involved in civic projects and personal growth," said Executive Vice
President Wayne Graham, who administers the Society's Fraternal
Progam. "It has become a very
positive force in communities
across the nation."
Woodmen of the World,founded
in 1890, is one of the largest
fraternal benefit societies in the
United States and offers insurance
protection with fraternal benefits.
Insurance products include whole
life, universal life, term and hospital
supplement insurance, and annuities.
The Society's 856,000 members,
who hold more than one million
certificates, belong to 3,000 lodges
throughout the United States.
Woodmen lodges across the country
conduct fraternal projects of benefit
to people and their communities.
These projects range from the presentation of U.S. flags to the donation of equipment to fire departments, rescue squads and hospitals,
and assistance for senior citizens,
the physically impaired and orphans.

1
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Dear Editor:
On behalf of Ricky Atkins and myself, I would like to thank everyone
who made the Truman Whitfield GolfTournament a huge success. First of
all, I would like to thank all of the participants who played; without you
there would be no tournament.
I would also like to thank all the merchants who donated prizes: Ky. Lake
Oil Co.,Oaks Pro Shop,Twin Lakes Office Products, Holland Drugs,Roy's
Discount Pharmacy, Mike Noland, Peoples Bank, Republic Savings,
United Commonwealth Bank,Peoples First Corporation, Mountain Valley
Water, Martha's Restaurant, Big Apple Cafe, Mr. Gatti's, Murray Theatres,
J & S Oil Co.,Don Henry & Larry Krouse State Farm Agents,Farm Bureau
Ins., Parker Ford, Cain's, Murray Auto Auction, MSU Foundation, MSU
Athletic Dept., Wal-Mart,Kroger,Storey's, Boone's Inc.,Jackson Purchase
Two-Way Radio, Sullivan's Par Three Golf, MSU Education Dept., H.T.
Marketing, and a special thanks to Dennison-Hunt for donating the
trophies.
I would also say a special thanks to Donna,Betsy,and ICrissy for coming
out and making our way ofsaying thanks aalsuman for all he meant to the
Oaks Country Club complete. I plan to continue this tournament every year
to add to the scholarship which Truman worked so hard for. He will forever
be missed at MSU,u weU ag at the Oaks Country Club and everyone else he
came in contact with. May God be with you and keep you, Truman.
Charlie Hargrove
RL 7 Box 19, Murray, Ky. 42071
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ARTS

ZCBS,

I or-

The West Kentucky
Ballet Company
would like,
to thank
the Murray community for
making our premiere performance
such a success.
We're looking forward to our
next performance and hope
you'll be there with us.
Thanks!

Auditions set
for May 15-16

Spring Beals Are Sprouting Up
Karen Balzer of Murray,(left)ardstic director of the Jackson Purchase Dance
Company, Is pictured with Gov. and Mrs. Jones. Balzer and members of the
Jackson Purchase Dance Company were the guests of Gov. and Mrs. Jones
at the Kentucky Derby Breakfast at the Governors mansion In Frankton
during their dance workshop residency with the Kentucky Dance Theatre

Cutino to be featured
artist in Mayfield
Springs.- He recently - retired to
Western Kentucky and has become
active in area arts organizations.
In addition to the original oils on
display, Cutino will have lithographs available of two of his
works,"Clown" and "Southwestern
Church."

Murray- artist Armando Cutino
will be the featured artist at the
Mayfield/Graves County Art Guild
Gallery, 121 West Broadway in
Mayfield, May 9 through June 16.
Cutino was born in New Jersey
and spent much of his youth in New
York City where he was awarded a
scholarship to the Leonardo da
Vinci School of Fine Arts by Mayor
Fiorello La Guardia.
Cutino has spent much of his
adult life working in the field of
commercial and graphic arts, specializing as a color etcher. There he
gained invaluable knowledge of
harmonious color balance within
the realm of fine art painting.
With equal boldness, he paints
portraits, still lifes and landscape
pieces in oil. Cutino has 34 works
on display, including selections
from each of the above subject
categories.
The artist has previously studied
and exhibited in New York City,
Los Angeles, Washington, D.C.,
Taos,N.M., New Orleans,and Palm

The opening reception honoring
Cutino will be held in combination
with a Business After Hours on
Thursday, May 25,from 4 to 6 p.m.
The public is cordially invited to
attend the reception and meet the
artist and talk with him about his
work.
Regular hours for the exhibit are
10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Tuesday
through Friday and noon to 1 p.m.
on Saturdays. The Guild Gallery is
accessible to individuals with disabilities and all interested persons
are encouraged to participate in
guild activities. For more information about this exhibit or any other
guild activities, contact the guild
office at 502-247-6971.

Apply Now for Your
All Purpose Loan

7 in Stock
Stock #95294

EQUIPPED NOT STRIPPED
1995 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme
Stock #95197
$24900/mo.
Power Windows
Power Door Locks
Dual Airbags
Anti-Lock Brakes
AM FM Cassette

Tilt Wheel/Cruise
Control
Alloy Wheels
SL Package
Fog Lamps

.
title & hcense additional
'36 month lease, $1000 down 1st payment & refundable $275 security deposit up front Taxes
Purchase pnce $17 500 10c per mile 15 000 miles per year

1995 Chevrolet
C1500
$1 4,42339
Stock #95344

borrower's Full Nome

Social Securrty 0

i Date 01
Birth

SLT

aramie, full power. long wheel base

Leather, alloy wheels, V 8. loaded

Home

F4,111.1

pf Addfisss

PI-In••

-

wn

Rent

Mortgage Holder or Landlord

Pyramus Price

CVII1/00

Balance Cu,

Vol..

319,462.53

1994 Chevrolet Blazer
Tahoe LT, leather, every option

$7,922.66
$23,632.59

1994 Jeep Grand Cherokee

Number of
Dependents

7IP

COY

$15,632A8

1994 Chevrolet Caprice LS

w/grey leather

M,Oh, c mi

$12,348.92

1994 Camaro Coupe
V-6 engine, AM/FM cassette, teal -

1994 GMC 1500 SLE

•

$15,968.22

Shortbed, 350 automatic, 8,000 miles

1994 Jeep Cherokee Sport
Address

$16,853.62

1995 Dodge D1500

A/C chrome wheels, 14,000 miles

FAX it back,CALL us, or BRING it in
BY NOON we'll give you an answer by end of day.

$15,948.96

17,000 miles, red, automatic, cassette

1993 Cadillac Sedan Deville

$19,998.54

1 owner, new Cadillac trade, 25,000 miles
Employisr

I Gross Monthly Income

Date Hired

Position

1993 GMC Jimmy

$16,822.22

SLE tour door, 4WD, 46,000 miles
Co Borrower s Full Nome

1993 Chevrolet Blazer

Social Security

Date of

$14,863.15

Tahoe package, four door, 44,000 miles
Gross month

Employer

Date Hi•ed

Income

Prysolltnr

1993 Chevrolet G20 Conversion Van

$13,493.43

27,000 miles, captains chairs, dark blue with blue cloth
AMOUNT REQUESTED

This statement is submitted to obtain credit and I (we) certify that all information
herein is true and complete. I (We)also authorize the bank to verify or obtain
information the bank may deem necessary concerning my (our) credit standing.

Date signed:

1992 Chevrolet Suburban

Borrower:

319,864.29

Silvered° package, 350 automatic, 52,000 miles

19

1992 Chevrolet Lumina

$7,492.86

Four door, 1 owner, 32,000 miles

Co-Borrower:

1992 Ford E150 Conversion Van

$13,964.28

37,000 miles, dark blue with blue cloth, rear AC

1992 Chevrolet K2500

$16,946.23

Silverado, 4 wheel drive, 6 5 liter diesel, 47,000 miles
Chances are, if you have good credit we'll lend you
up to S15,000. All on the strength of your
signature - no collateral required.

treau

Consolidate your bills
• Lower your interest rate
• Lower your monthly payment

/rove
2071

$28,99500
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Spring Edition

1994 Mitsubishi Pickup

• Establish bank credit
• Lower your bills
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1995 Cadillac
Sedan Deville
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MURRAY

Auditions for two summer productions at Playhouse in the Park,
"You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown" and "Jerry Fennigan's Sister," will be held on Monday, May
15 and Tuesday, May 16, at 7 p.m.
Auditions will be held at the theatre
located in the Murray-CallowayCounty Park, behind Wal-Mart on
Arcadia Drive in Murray.
"You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown" is a musical based on the
comic strip "Peanuts" by Charles
Schulz. "Peanuts" is about the
reaction of a group of three-, four-,
and five-year-olds to the frustrations of the 20th century world.
"You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown," which captures the essence
of the comic strip, is understood by
children, analyzed by adults and
loved by people of all ages. The
play will be directed by Logan
Abbitt, with musical direction by
Stacy Stalls.
Only older teenagers and young
adults-are needed in "You're a Good
Man, Charlie Brown." There are
parts for four men and two women.
Those who prepare a song for
auditions are requested to bring
their own sheet music. An accompanist will be provided. Those who
wish to audition with recorded
music are asked to bring their own
tape and tape player.
Auditions for "Jerry Finnegan's
Sister," a comedy by Jack Neary,
will also be held on May 15 and 16
at the Playhouse in the Park. "Jerry
Finnegan's Sister" traces the relationship between an insecure young
man and the girl he is crazy about
who happens to live next door and to
be his best friend's sister. The play
will be directed by Louise Weatherly.
There are parts for one young
man and one young woman in
"Jerry Fennigan's Sister." The production will run July 7-9 and 14-16.
Call Playhouse in the Park at
(502) 759-1752 for more information abou these auditions.
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We're open 6 days a week,

Saturdayt9._12!

REPUBLIC
Trust
BANK&Company
Member FDIC
1201 Main Street
Murray Kentucky

John Nix

•

759-1630
FAX 759-1478

1992 Nissan Pickup

$8,496.48

Extended cab, 42,000 miles, automatic, A/C

"Whatever It Takes We Want to be Your Car or Truck Company."

PEPPERS
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile, Cadillac, Geo Inc.

111MDIPII

The Republic group of banks — Kentucky owned 41 proud of ill

•

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 - 1-800-325-3229
'Any manufacturer to dealer incentives will be retained by dealer I axes, title and license extra

eellararria.
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1111P1saY Asla
woo Column inch

1

11
.1
frI
A

40% amount and auk
40% Discount 361Iv
DM J Ada Mal bat Midi I Dar Aged)
$2 00 per column Inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide). 010

Reader Adt
304 poi word. $6.00 minimum
IIt day.es Fur word per day tar
each addilional consecutive
day. $2.00 extra tor "sower
(Tues. Classifieds go Into Shopping Guide.) 12.00 extra tot
blind box ads.

Legol Notice
Nonce
Personals
Cord of Thanks
In Memory
lost & Found

025
030
040
050

FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Suppies
Produce
Feed & Seed

190
370
./CaLataltatZegliaMia 390
A$2.00•••wit beredto recite 400
arty changes bad eller deadline. 550

1120

020

mono

753-2031

DIABETICS! Medicare/
Insurance billed direct for
tests strips, insulin. glucometers & more. Little or
no out-of-pocket tS Satisfaction guaranteed! LIBERTY MEDICAL SUPPLY.
1-800-762-8026.

CREATE a lifetime
memory- choose from
European, Asian, South
American H.S exchange
students arriving in August.
Become a host family.
EMILIE
CALL
5 0 2- - 8 3 3 - 3 2 2 9 ,
1-800 SIBLING.

FOR a special Mother's
Day gift, give that over
worked stressed out mom a
Massage To You gift certificate for an hour to relax and
rejuvenate. Call Dave Estes LMT, at Massage To
You. 753-3801. P.S.
Father's Day is just around
the cornert

Audio Services
Electronic Repair &
Sound System
Installation
(car, home, commerciali

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
.4- ,„,„tj

Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

/ ALPINE.
t.* Nxidadrosciakt

,
clarion

Tapes

CD's
4114. IPL ilk FLA Ca •Cs
'Car Audio
Siincet Boulevard 11u.sic
763-0119

Dixieland Center

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY
A Southern fr
Baptist SchooC--

OPEN FALL 1995
(Grades K-6)

437-443

090
100
110

080
230
250
290
530

290
285
300
310
320
330
340
360

REAL ESTATE REN1AL
Mobile Homes for Rent
Mobile Home Lots for Rent
Business Rentals
Wont To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Pent or Lease

470
460
485
490
495
500
510
520

070

Notice

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Aveltebte Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
With
Custodial Care
Medicare's new guideknee for confinement
Nursing Home lnsur
ance is more important
than ever

For fros
Information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'free local darn service'

HOUSE of Clothes. Mostly
name brands Where $1 00
buys what you need. Men,
women and childrens
shorts, dresses, jeans, tshirts, work pants, dress
clothes. 13 miles from Murray on Hwy 464. West of
Kirksey, Ky. or call
489-2243 for directions.
Sat and Sun 9 to 5.
MRS Teresa Psychic
Reader & advisor A true
born pyschic, gifted from
God 502-554-7904 call for
appointment.
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora.
Open 5pm
Closed
Mon.-Tues. Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804.
OPEN your heart and
home Host an International Exchange Student
from 40 different countries
You can make a difference
Students arriving August
Ayusa International
1-800-765-4963.
PAGEANT: Girls 4-19 for
1995 Miss KY Coed/Teen/
Preteen/Princess Pageant.
For application call
1-800-484-?080 Ext.
17711 or (502)781-2225.
$10,000 in prizes awarded'
BASS TOURNAMENT'
Buddy Bass Tournament
May 19-21, 1995, Carrollton, Kentucky Registrations accepted until 6arn
May 20 $6,000 guaranteed
first
place
1-800-325-4290

Help
Wanted

On Hwy 68 - 1:2 mile from
Jonathan Creek Bridge

Open Weekdays
4-9 p.m.
Closed Wednesday
Iii Sunday 11 a.m.-8 p m.
Sun Special 11 am- 3 pm .
'4.95 plus drink

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
• r'3L,

-
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MALE
$11E1
48

c•eserred
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FEMALE
S9 20
10 96

NEW LOWER RATtS AGE 60 UP
13 09
15 54
21 -8
27 3 1
19 33
- 38 77
.2618
-ranteect NOT 1;') ,-crnaeie

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AtE N CY; iNC:j
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753.4199
hietionwide TOLL FREE 1400-4554199

DRIVER-FOLLOW THE
PATH TO GREATER REWARDS! OTR/shorthaul,
home weekly (shorthaul),
starting pay up to 32/mile,
2500 mi/wk (longhaul) &
top notch benefits Burlington Motor Carriers
I 800-JOIN-BMC EOE
I WANTED Residential Assistants and Subs for the
Murray. Mayfield & Paducah area Applicants need
to be mature adults with
experience working with
youth that have special
needs Shift work evenings.
nights and weekends High
school diploma or GED required Send resume to
P0 Box 322, Benton, KY
42025 Please reference
the area and position in
which you are applying
ARE you ready to make
money for sumrrier7 House
of Uoyd/Chnstmas Around
the World Party Plan is
hiring now Also booking
parties
Call
1-800-264-2166
ASPHALT laborers
needed Contact Mitchell
Brothers Paving 492-6141
or 753-1537
ATTENTION DRIVER
TEAMS $15,000 IN BONUS paid monthly, quarterly & yearly PLUS TOP
MILEAGE PAY 401(K) plan
$500 SIGN ON BONUS
other paid benefitsvacation- health & life dead
head- motel/layover load-

ing 8 unloading COVENANT TRANSPORT solos
and teams call

1 800-441 4394 Student
and driving school grads

Insurance
ExterminclIng
Bueness Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered
TRANSPORTAtION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Vons
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors
060

060

060

The
Dinner Bell Restaurant

SERVICES

EMPLOYMEN1
Help Wonted
Domesric & Chic:Score
Situation Wonted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

000

020

Nodes

753-1916

CALL

ANNOUNCEMENTS

020

ADJUSTMENT

TOA4)1.;gE

MERCHANDISE
Computers
.
For Sole or Trade
Wont To Buy
Articles For Sole
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
sports Equipment
Feewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
TV & Radio
Pers & Supplies

120
130
140
150

155
100
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
390

MasterCard
REAL ESTATE SALES

270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sole or lease
Home loons
Peal Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sae
Homes For Sale
MISCELLANEOUS

410
540
560
570

Public Sole
For Trade
Free Column
Wonted

check Itt• Ant knertton of
thek ads tor any error. ?Amoy
Lodgor & Ilmos
bdi responsible tor only on Incorrect Insedlon. My eaor
should be reported Immediately so corrections can be
made.

OFFICE HOURS.,
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.
• Deadlines ore 2 day,

4

advancol
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Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

Domestic
& Childcare

ATTENTION! Don't miss
the'Truckers Expo and Job
Fair Saturday, May 20.
Over 30 carriers hiring on
site, no experience
needed, training available.
Cat 1-800-540-5627,

DRIVERS over the road. 35
states. Flat w/sides Late
model conventionals. 3
years experience Start
.30/mile & benefits Call
800-444-6648

ROUTE sales: If you would
like to earn 56-800 weekly,
and are willing to relocate to
the Bowling Green, Ky or
Nashville, Tn area, we have
the opportunity for you.
Schwan's Sales Enterprises can offer paid training, paid vacation, insurance, profit sharing, and
incentives. Must be at least
21 years old and have a
good driving/employment
record. Interested? Call
1-800-233-1632 between
or
Mon -Fri
9-5,
502-759-9701 EOE

RELIABLE couple, Murray
area will housesit, summer
1995. References, offer deposit. 502-762-6579 or
502-753-4161.

AUTOMOTIVE Techncian
wanted with imported or
domestic car knowledge
ASE or manufacturer's certification preferred. Contact
Dennis English at Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet
753-1629.

Adv•rtisors 0111 requested to

DRIVERS 'Premium conventionals "Long/short
haul, dedicated 'Pull van or
flat 'Free training- Guaranteed employment 'Pay for
experience BUILDERS
TRANSPORT
1-800-762-1819 EXT. 0-6.

DRIVERS: You earned it!
You deserve it! You are
getting it! 1 CPM across the
board pay increase! Effective June -1, 1995. We appreciate our drivers!
1-800-289-1100. Must be a
AVON. Local hotline.
least 24 years of age with 1
1-800-735-5286. No door
year OTR Maverick Transto door. Earn extra cash.
portation, Inc, EOE.
$8- $12/hour potential.
New representatives learn DRIVERS: Skipper Transsecert techniques, top ten portation is expanding its
USA independent rep- company fleet Experresentative 1 -800-SELL ienced flatbed drivers
AVON.
needed now We provide a
CARPENTER experienced superior pay/benefits packin framing & finishing age, all cony, fleet, home
weekends.
most
502-436-2766.
1-800-456-7547
COMPUTER users
needed Work own hours EARN $1000'S WEEKLY
$20K to $50K/yr. 24 Hours STUFFING ENVELOPES
AT HOME START NOW
714-251-3311x486
NO EXPERIENCE FREE
DENTAL Hygentist wanted SUPPLIES, INFORMAfor office in Murray. Call Dr. TION, NO OBLIGATION
David Fitch 502-753-8368. SEND SASE TO STERDO you need a GED? Do LING DEPT 33 PO BOX
you need hope for the fu- 149167, ORLANDO, FL
ture and help to get a solid 32814
career? We have 22 JOB FOR delivery, set up and all
openings for people 16 thru
around work .No phone
21 that are not full time high calls Apply at fliggins Furschool students. Call niture,
Hwy 641N, 2 miles
753-9378 Five days a week from Murray'
between 8.00am-300pm
This project is funded by FRIENDLY TOYS AND
the Job Training Partner- GIFTS has openings for
ship Act through the Ken- demonstrators in your area
tucky Department for Em- Part-time hrs fulltime pay,
ployment Services and the over 800 items. Celebrating
West Kentucky Private In- our 40th anniversary Call
dustry Council This is an 1-800-488-4875.
Equal Opportunity progIMMEDIATE opening for
ram Auxiliary aids and serhead housekeeper. Salary
vices are available upon
negotiable with experience
request to individuals- with Also part-time
help needed
disabilities.
Apply mornings only at
DRIVERS: Earn up to 33c/ Days Inn,641 S Must have
mile. Home every 12 days home phone
or sooner Free medical,
MURRAY Christian
dental & retirement. $1000
Academy is accepting ap
tarp & 500 safety bonus.
plications for teachers,
Assigned conventionals
grades K-6 Call 759-1555
Hornady Truck Line
for application
1-800-648-9664
NIGHT cashier needed
DRIVERS/OWNERS OP- Apply
in person at Citgo,
ERATORS Now Landstar
641 N, Murray
Poole pays even more with
big 1995 raises! New slid- PART-time desk clerk
ing scale. rewards exper- needed for weekends
ienced drivers with starting Apply mornings only at
pay as high as 33eJmi. plus Days Inn, 641 S
great benefits Owner operators get excellent pack- RESIDENTIAL Assistant &
age, van or flatbed, with all subs for the Murray & Maymiles paid, plus fuel and field area. Applicants need
other savings through our to be mature adults with
LCAPP program Company experience working with insponsored training for dividuals with mental
those with no experience retardation/developmental
Must be 23 For more info, disabilities who have chalcall 1-800-553-9443 EOE lenging behaviors Shift
work evenings, nights,
Dept C-507
weekend High school dipDRIVERS OTR It's your loma or GED required
choice' No forced North- Send resume to P 0 Box
west or loading/unloading 322, Benton, KY 42025
'Great Health & Dental' All (please reference the. area
new pay package 'Teams and position in which you
& Singles, min 23yrs, lyr are applying)
OTR, COL. wiHazMat
1-800 848 0405
EXPERIENCED cooks SAFETY advisors,
needed for morning shift $2150/per mo Company
Apply in person at will train call Mon Fri
only
Granny's, 1006 Chestnut 9am-Ipm
615-399-8269
St
AVON! Career on part time
representatives needed in
your area. MKLM option.
Independent Rep, Call
1-800-826-0114,

SEEKING legal secretary
with extensive real estate
background Minimum 3
years experience Full or
part-time position available, excellent salary and
benefits Send resume to
PO Box 1264, Murray, Ky
42071
THE United States Department of Agriculture will be
hiring temporary summer
workers as field assistants
to measure Dark Fired and
Dark Air Cured tobacco
crops in the field Applications may be secured at the
CFSA Office, 201 South
Johnny Robertson Road.
Applicants must be.., 18
years of age or 17 of age if a
high school graduate. EEO
VEGAN Metal Fabricators,
general laborers, mig wel
.dens Apply in person
502-328-81991 call for
directions.
WAITRESS, dancers
wanted Doll House Cafe,
Paris, TN 901-62 4297
WAITRESSES and
dancers for Club Treasures
of Martin, TN, excellent
earning potential. $500 •
weekly
Call David
901-588-1442
WAITRESS wanted days
only Hungry Bear Restaurant Apply in person
WANTED Resident Menagets_Coupleslialiwain_very
nice homes in Murray. Mayfield & Paducah area to
care for youth with special
needs High school diploma or GED required
Room and board, benefits,
competative salary and
training provided. Send resume to P.O. Box 322,
Benton, KY 42025 Please.
reference the area and position in which you are
applying.
070
Domestic
& Childcare
NANNY Opportunities
Prescreened families Nationwide are looking for caring individuals to spend a
year as a nanny
$175 350'week room arid
board, airfare included
Childcrest
1 800 574 8889
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553
I WILL sit with elderly any
time Call 753-4590 for
information
PROFESSIONAL couple
seeks nanny to provide
care for one child 4 days a
week Full time position
Call (901)593-5005 before
6pm or(901)593 5086 after
6pm •

Fisher-Price
In- response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities,
applications are now being accepted for production operator positions on
the following shifts:
• 12 hour swing (extended hours with lots of off time)
• 8 hour Fixed '(Monday-Friday, First/Second/Third)
• 4 hour fixed (Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-1 p.m./6 p m.-10 p iii /
Starting pay rates arc $5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and S5 10 for K
and 4 hour, Positions leading to regular full-time employment offer a top
pay rate of S8.58 plus a comprehensive benefit package
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers, please
Lontact.
Murray Employment Agency
Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
759.2150
An I•4uel ()ppoiiniIi I mrIrrer 551.41A:

Call I 800 338 6428

•

$595 POOLS POOLS
$595- Brand new 19x31
family size pool complete
with deck, filter, liner, heating device and morel 100%
financing 1-800-846-2725

TAKING reservations for
A WOLFF TANNING
summertime daycare, ages
BEDS, Buy direct and save
5-9yrs, kids will learn first
Full body units from
aid, CPR & lots more Call $$$
$30 00 month Home and
Toni Shands 492-6186.
commercial Call today for
free color catalogue UVA
100
SunSystems
Business
1 800-274 1744
Opportunity
BOGARD Trucking and ExFOR sale. pizza business cavating, Inc We haul top
equipment & stock, $2,800 soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
obo. Call 437-3028 for rock, rip rap Mon -Fri
more into, Includes gas 8-4pm, 753-2446
oven, new 80Ib grease trap
new sharp 10 compartment BOW HUNTING EQUIPMENT Bow hunters discash register.
count warehouse,
SUCCESSFUL medical America's largest archery
billing company offering supplier, stocks over 5,000
software to others inter- bow hunting items at
ested in this booming busi- 20-40% off retail Call
ness. Software specifically 1-800-735 2697 for free
for billing services. Com- 160 page catalog
plete training and software
CRAFTSMAN tools 1,000
$4,000 to $8,000
piece set plus more, box
800-800-4021
top and bottom, $3,000
UNLIMITED Income - value will sell halt price
Distribute Doctors tape obo 753-2609
from your home Full or part
time Natural substance EXERCISE bike new $100
from France. Call for free 1962 Barbie Doll with box
tape and information. $350 Bearcat Scanner
$75 498-8981
1-800-406-0706
110
Instruction
COSMETOLOGISTS and
women entrepreneurs
learn electrolysis-short, individualized training Potential earnings up to
$25,000 No experience
necessary Call Mid-West
Institute of Electrology,
1-800-999 6908
120
Computers
COMPUTER for sale 386
SX33 with 80 meg hard
drive and monochrome monitor, $325 00 Call
753-3141 after 7pm
FAST 386DX40mhz,
SVGA monitor, 170
MegHD. 4 Meg Ram.
printer. Word Perfect 5 1,
windows, Lotus 123, $500
in software, modem,
$1,300 obo 753-4818
110
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections 753-9433 day
or night
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
EXHIBITORS WANTED'
Crafts antiques, new mer
chandise, North Alabama
State Fairgrounds, Flea
Market Festival, Muscle
Shoals, Alabama Nov 4-5,
50,000 attendance, 2 day
extravaganza For information call 1-205 764 6400
ULTRALIGHT airplane. 1
or 2 place, any condition
753 7581 after 5 30pm

TREADMILLS get serious
about physical fitness Full
selection of residential &
commercial units Buy factory direct & SAVE' Call
today for FREE color catalog 1-800-553-5443
STORAGE Buildings, unassembled, never erected
40x32x14 was $6,436
now $4,436 50x80'x16'
was $14,823 now $9,823
Both have one open end,
guaranteed complete
parts 1-800-292-0111
WHOLESALE precut, preengineered post frame
building packages We sell
Posts, beams roof trusses
floor trusses, metal, tern,
and house packages
DANDI
SYSTEMS
800 282-7799
WOLFF TANNING BEDS,
Buy at wholesale prices
and save $$$ Full body
tanning beds from $35 00
month Home and commercial
Call
today
I 800-892 5015

160
Homo
Furnishings

A VERY pretty sofa, medium blue with design Only
FANTASTIC SAVINGS oh 2yrs old If call. and no
a pool for your backyard' answer leave number on
Hugh 19x31' 0 D Family answering machine and I
sized pools with deck, will return call 753-2568
fence, arid filter only $988
COUCH/ loveseat, 2yrs
complete' 100% financing!
Hurry! Call now! country blue very nice $450
1-800-759-6058 ask for obo 759-4042
Kelli Limited area
bINING room set, china
hutch, dry sink 759-1737
Fiberglass panels $2/ea
and up A sheet 4x4 panel- EXTREMELY nice sofa
ing $6 A sheet pretty color, Light color with blue design
while it lasts Paschall 753 3895
Salvage Hwy 641, '4 mile
south of Hazel 901 498 HIDE -a-bed couch, two
end tables, two leather
8564
chairs with foot stools to
,G419ERAL Electric air con- match Call before 6p m In
ditioner, 6000 BTU. 110 good condition 753-7125
plug Brand new $170
ROCKER recliner, excel489-2996
lent condition 753-3964 at
LOG HOMES Design ser- ter 6p m
vices Free brochure Hon
est Abe Lag Homes, 3855 WATERBED PRODUCTS
Clay County Highway, DISCOUNTED' Heaters
Dept CK. Moss. Tennes $1999, waveless mattres
see 38575 800-231-3695 sess $44 95, Queen Softside beds from $299 UPS/
MICROWAVE oven, Ra- FEDEX delivery Enormleigh Accufit exercise bike ous selection at wholesale
Call after 5pm 753-7845
prices FREE COLOR CA
TALOG 1-800 992 0873
NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36" cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
165
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carAntiques
port kits 489 2722 or
489-2724
QUALITY walnut chairs,
ORLANDO/Disney 4. hotel tables, secretaries, bednights, use anytime, paid room suites, loveseat, dining room table & chairs,
$300, sell
$99
sideboard, halltrees &
502 329-0298
others 753 5940 for
PLANE ticket from Nash- appointment
ville to Detroit, $135
762-6230
PRESSURE CLEANERS
NEW PSI 1300 $249, 2500
$599, 3500 $899 Honda
3500 $1,099 Factory direct
tax free, prompt delivery
Call 24 hours Free catalog
1 800 333 WASH(9724)

Farm
Equipment
2 ROW tobacco setter
1973 Dodge grain truck
Call after 5pm 753-7845

REAR tine tiller, new
489 2103

STORM windows, different
USED 250 or 500 gallon sizes, $10/ea 1989 Chev
propane tank
Call Cavalier, good condition,
759-9752
$4500 753 4902
USED computer printer SUNQUEST WOLFF TAN
753:8016
'NINO BEDS New
605H Vermeer
WANT to buy nice used gag Commercial Home Tan
Bailer
rung Units From $1199
grill Call 759 2599
Been used very little
Lamps -Lotions
Accessories Payments
150
$8500.00
low as $20 Call Today
Articles
FREE
NEW
Color
435-4372
Catalog
For Sale
1 800 462 9197
1981 SUBARU 4sp, V8
Ford automatic, 3'4 ton
America s Second Car
truck 390 engine Call
759 0971 leave message if
not home

Nee

Duckling

.

2 STEEL sates at Horton
Lock Shop One 52H x 32w
x 25D, 74H x 36W x 31D,
burglar resistance,. TL rat
ing 753-5980
2x4x8 Shea Cultured
marble „sinks cheap
Fiberglass as low as
Sashedt & up Paschall
Salvage Hwy 641 A mile
south of Hazel 901 498
8564

Thl

114

111111
I or arionc

n,r,t

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office 753-5910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So 12th
Murray, KY 47011

Lowest Rates In Town
Deily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

kind

she
Ter
Wil

MURRAY LEDGER & I

L

2-10
Heavy
Equipment •

lisosialissue

271

Misciaanirous

SP1f1e
Equipment
DP P0Vvi R Track electric
treadmill excellent condi
bon $225 753-0607

Nemo Far Ws

KENTUCKY S nearest
Florida beaches Picture
your family on a sugar white
sand beach at the clear
turquoise waters of the Gulf
of Mexico Watch specta
cuter sunsets hom the bal
cony of your 2 bedroom 2
bath condo Beach front
pool. tennis, suana all at
ONE SEAGROVE PLACE
1800-368-9100
A CHAPEL IN THE
WOODS- Be married in a
Smoky Mountain chapel in
the woods No blood test
waiting period' Honeymoon
log cabins available'
1-800-729 4365

GOLF dubs. Dawia Chair- ALABAMA for your place in
man irons, graphite shafts. the sun' Gulf Shores offer
2 thru SW,excellent condi- ing brand new beach front
tion $40 per dub Leave condos Ask about our
message 753-6275
spring specials' Call
ReMax- Gulf Shores RentGUNS buy, sell or trade
als. Inc 1-800 537-6903
436 5650

WANTED People to buy
bargins on many kinds of
building materials bring
truck
Paschall
Salvage Hwy 641
south of Hazel 901 498
8564
WEDDINGS
OLD
FASHIONED Candlelite
ceremonies Smoky Mountains Chapel overlooking
river, near Gatlinburg
HORSE DRAWN CARRIAGE Cabins Jacuzzis
Ordained Ministers corn
plete arrangements No
test no waiting HEART
LAND 1 800 448 VOWS
(8697)
260
T.V.
Radio

27

ZENITH tv & va. Sony
stereo complete, both 1yr
old
Days 8am 4pm
753 2061
270

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
4'
1 4667
tous
Full
al &
fac
Call
Ata
un
led
.436
x16'
823
end,
lete

HOT SPOT VACATION
package- Branson, Mis
sour, includes deluxe ac
commodations for two
adults, two show tickets,
discounts on attractions
and dining $89 special
price 1-800-275-6009

Miscellaneous
SMOKY MTN MEMO
RIES Intimate chapel adABOUT 10 BE MARRIED? joining National Park
Christian Ceremony Gat- WEDDINGS, simple
to
liriburg's original wedding elegant Photographs, flowchapels (Since_ 1980) ers. gazebo, video, lodging
Photography, music. .flow- Ordained Minister-na.
blood
etc limos. jaccuzi suites. tests. No we,
with fireplaces Rev Dr Ed 1.800-258,6797
Taylor 1 800-346-2779

Mobile
Homes For Sale
12x65 MOBILE home 2br,
1 mile from campus
759 1616
14X70 2BR 1./i bath mo
bile hpme an 130X180 lot
Underpinned, central heat/
air, porch and covered patio Close to school and
town Good condition
753 5592 after 5p m
14x80 3BR 2 bath new
appliances, central h'a,
newly remodeled, great
condition $14,200 obo
753 4818

PUBLIC AUCTION
pre
ame
sell
.ses
trim,
]es
MS
=_DS,
rices•
body
500
flier
day

meOnly
I no
r on
Ind I
568

2yrs
$450

737

apfa
sign

two
ither
S to
n In
'125

xcel
4 of

CTS
iters
tres
SoftJPs/
rm
sale
CA
173

IJ

airs.
beddi
airs.
s &
for

titer
ruck
345

321
•

te8' LIEBHERR Crawler
Loader approx 1700
twins 1967 Lorain Trudk
Crane 50 ton good cvndi
bon 1975 P81-4 Backhoe
model 418 good condibon
1978 Thomsen 460 trader
mount concete pump with
steel ripe and rubber flex
hose good condition
60h3 2 4 4 1 8 4 ,
606 325 7551

.
I

240

Farm Equipment & Personal Property
Friday, May 12th, 12 noon at the Dan Miller Auction Barn at
Lynn Grove, Ky. From Murray, Ky. take 94 West to Lynn
Grove. From Mayfield,Ky.take 121 So.through Coldwater,Ky.
Torn south onto Hwy. 1836. Follow to auction. Watch for
noction signs. Farm equipment sells at 12 noon.
Ford cycle mower - 6 Ford rotary cutter - 402 New Holland hay
• 'limper - nice square bale pickup loader - 2 row cultivator - 1 row
oltivator -3 point reverse pond scoop -2 bottom plows -(2)3 pt. round
lade mover - 3 pt. roto hoe - 2 row J.D. planter - 3 pt. hard land drill International manure spreader.- old team hay rake - team disc - 2
wheel trailer - like new 2 axle 16' bumper hitch trailer - nice fishing
horit & trailer with like new 9.9 motor 1971 Chevrolet pickup - 5
metal clad doors - other doors & windows • 16 h.p. Snapper riding
mower - push mowers - rotary tiller - one nice rear tines - long wide
comper shell - step ladders - metal shelves - old lantern - Coleman
r amp stove -(3)iron kettles -(21gas line trimmers - large stone crocks
hand & yard tools - (2) nice air compressor - new air tank - (21
railroad jacks - very old & unusual ban saw - electric welder - 16'
extension ladder • small Yamaha motorcycle - (2)lawn trailers that
dump - fishing equipment - meat slicer - counter scales - kerosene
'waters.- air cond. - fireplace insert - nice 30' cook stove- washer &
dryer refrigerator - 2 or-3 breakfast sets - nice couch & chair - odd
hairs - recliner - love seats - nice table lamps - coffee & end tables iadder back chairs - 4 drawer chest - bedroom suite - odd beds - 210
Bobcat scanner - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - collector
items office desk nice baby bed - fans - lot of wrenches & tools - misc.
1t.PITIR. Not responsible for accidents. Auction held rain or shine
Refreshments available.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat., May 13th, 1995 at 10 a.m. at Ray's Used Cars on old
fokedone Rd. near Mayfield,Ky. From Mayfield go out South
frith St. past J.U. Kevil Center, turn right onto the old
iirkedone Rd. follow to auction. Watch for auction signs.
Ray bought a parts department. Most parts are for the mid
m's primarily for Ford and GM cars & trucks.
'iriew short blocks - new 6 cylinder heads - 8 or I 0 new i n tern nders lord Aernotisr van captain seats - 40-50 car & truck bumpers-some
new new parts: brake drums - master cyclinder - new shocks - new
qterters - new alternators - new drive shafts - side panels for pickup
trucks - air Conditioner - hood & deck lids - bench seats for pickup
trucks - ports power - good used tires - used wheels - 5th wheel plate one hida 5th wheel - aluminum running boards for 1 ton • squirrel
cage fan - kerosene heater • drink machine - portable pickupgas tanks
metal siding - 4' x 8' lettered sign - Honda motorcycle for parts tobacco sticks - old riding saddle - old wood barn doors - camper shell
for S - I0 long wheel base - 3 other camper shells one fiberglass - two
qteel beams 27' x 16" x 71/a"x 1/2" -30' hard land disc 3 point hook up nice 14' flat bottom boat 51" bottom with like new 35 h.p. Johnson
electric start motor on heavy duty trailer - goose & duck decoys- duck
blind that goes on a boat - lights & roll bar for Toyota truck - good
pickup tool boxes. This is only a partial listing. Auction held rain or
shine. Inside if rains. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available
For more information and your auction needs phone 502-435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333

ESTATE AUCTION
Real Estate & Personal Property

Sat., May 20, 1995 at 10 a.m. at the home place of Mr. James
Louell. From Murray,Ky.take 94 East to Hwy.280. Follow 280
to Rieman Street. Follow to auction. Watch for auction signs.

'le

Real Estate sells at 11 a.m.
This super nice clean 26' x 56'double wide mobile home • 2full baths 3 bedrooms - living room - large den with fireplace • dining room •
laundry room - kitchen - central heat & air - bay windows - with brick
under pinning - city water • carport - one storage building • nice young
shade on large lot.
Terms:20% down day ofsale. Balance in 30 days with passi ng ofdeed
Wilson Real Estate • Wayne Wilson Broker 753-5086.

Dan Miller Associate and Auctioneer
wido, next

435-4144
week's paper for personal property list

•

2BR 2 baths newly decor
ated partially furnished
nice big lot
mile from by
Lake with boat ramp
474 8898
BUY from our huge uriven
tory of custom order your
new home' Out pledge if
you compare construction
insulation, options and set
up you will find that Dinkins
will have your best housing
value' Dinkins Mobile
Homes Inc Hwy 79E .
Paris, TN 1 800 642 4891
NEW spring & summer
hours 8 to 8 Mon the Fri 8
to 6 Sat. 1 to 6 Sun Shop
where the big selections
and bargins are Dinkins
Mobile Homes Inc Hwy
79E , paris
TN
1 800 642 4891
NO equity 1995 mobile
home, already set up in
park, 16x80. 3br 2 bath
502)759 2454

1 ROOM efficiency, very
near MSU partial utilities
furnished Available now
Coleman RE, 753-9896
ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kitchen living room
& bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
753 9898
2BR 1 bath duplex, appi
furnished w/c1 hook-up.
8425,mo Imo deposit. lyr
lease no pets 753-2905 or
753 7536
2BR 1 bath near hospital,
appliances furnished, w/d
hookup some utilities in
duded. $325/mo, no pets
753 3991
2BR 2 bath duplex, appliances furnished. w/d
hook up. central his,
$475.mo 1 month deposit,
year lease, no pets
753 2905 or 753-7536

2BR, 2 bath duplex. gar
TRAILER 12x65 3br cen
age, central gas heat, cen•
tral ha rein & stove. 2yrs
-Val air $450/mo Coleman
old underpinning & utility
RE 753 9898
pole $6500 753 5261
2811 apartment for rent No
pets Near campus
753-5980
Mobile
Homes For Rent
2BR duplex, townhouse,
triplex, house, appliances
28R mobile home, C
furnished Rent varies
water furnished $275,rno
$350 430 Call 7511266
Coleman RE. 753 9898
for more details
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
21311 duplex in Northwood
electric or gas Walking dis
759-4406
tance to college 753 5209

THURSDAY

SIP

370

Amirtments
Fat Rent

Livestock
II Supplies

KENTUCKY Lake Lake
land Westly Village lbr
apartment utilities in
cluded rent based on in
come 55 8 <Aar handicap
& disabled Equal Housing
O pportunity
502-354 8888

BUCKSKIN Quarter horse
extremely gentle 61rs '2
$1 500 489 2 704 arr
6prn

BULLS and Heifers Peri:),
niance tested Sirnmerital
and Maine
Aniou
Crossbred service age
LARGE duplex apt central bulls and heifers Only top
ha, all gas available May performance animals
of
15th Nice area $3754no
feted for sale All animals
no pets lease & deposit
health tested and guaran
759 1087
teed Smith Broadbent
Farms
Day
MURRAY Manor Apart
(5021235 5182 night
merits now accepting ambit
(502)235 5170
cations for 1 2br apart
ments Apply in person REGISTERED Polled
1 30pm 4pm Mon Fri
Hereford bulls for sale
Very gentle bred for growth
1409 Duigiud Dr
and calving ease All sizes
NEW luxury duplex 2br. available
all bulls guaran
garage washer/dryer, dis- teed
Steven Paschall
hwasher. microwave, too 901-247
3303
much to list Convenient
350
central location 20 min from
Pets
Murray. Mayfield, Padu
I Supplies
cah $525ano, lease re
quirell 527 0119
AKC German Sheppard ex
NICE one bedrbom apt cellent background
healthy, free obedience in
across street from MSU
Utilities furnished, no duded 502 436 2858
smokers no pets $300/mo. AKC REGISTERED Rot
limo deposit Call for ap- tweders champion blood
pointment Rogers Enter
line Swiss old $300 Call
prises 753 5140
after 5pm 901 642 6892
NOW renting 1 to 3br apts
behind Bradley Book Cq all
have low utilities & are
closer to MSU than most
dorms Walk to class with
no parking worries Better
hurry they won t last long
753-2339 or 753 8767

15

Potok

Rabb<
ar•

Moving Sale
Yard Sale
121N to 783 appro. S
miles. house on
Just before loie,go,
lion of 763 ono OA
Fri. May 1 2
SM. May'
fun 2 p rt,
•
arr Sal& I. •
io

ill

Yard
Sale
ho Coldwater Of)
Lamb Rd. Follow
Sign%

Friday
8 am
.aa•

F-Classifiecis
I_Office Open -I
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-11 a.m. Saturday

ATTENTION:
Dark Tobacco Farmers
Do You Need Wood?
We offer all vow tobarro
wood 'uteri%
.11141
all

IOP Wood Products

BLOND Labs purebreed
no papers $75 Call after
5pm 492 8638
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436 2858

Public
sal*

We (a„ c,,,,,.•('iii

Call

Al(piQy

With The Rein Pr 6,-es Atniiml
Us At (502) F.Fi/ Ir. Ask F or Javius

PUBLIC AUCTIOI I

MOVING Dog needs a
2BR duplex, appliances
good home 2'4 yr old part
furnished, gas heat, deck, NOW tenting I br
apts.
Col
Saturday. May 1 I, II) 00 a fl
Mobile
wid hook up, like new lege Farm Rd Apts. Chow part German She
Home Lots For Rent
pard male dog been neu
Midway A
Arietlori
436-5725
$210/per month Call
tered 489 2999 after gpro
Hwy 74
IN
NEW park newer mode
28R duplex Reasonable 753 6716 after 5pm
or 489 2122
homes only Concrete rent and utilities 753-9621
r ,
ty,
1(0f1I10/1
NOW taking applications
drives & walks Trash pick
REGISTERED Lhasa /mgr.,
iter,,,0,4 1
2811 Embassy Apartments. for Section 8 low rent hous
up & city water $100-mo
puppies, ready to go for
mg Apply in person at
central
heat,
gas
available
492-8488
Mothers Day
Call
T • 11' .4
now $300/mo Coleman Southside Manor. '906 753, 1072
Broad St Extended, beNORTHWIND Mobile RE. 753 9898
Home Park 753 9866
tween 8am 12noon No WHAT'S so different about
cotton raw eo • t
•
28R townhouse on Diu phone calls please Equal the Happy Jack 3 X flea
and wryly
god Central HiA Available Housing Opportunity
collar? It works' Contains
300
and room
now $325/mo Coleman
no synthetic pyrethroids1 At
Business
,•
Brs4.al si ig•tri
Ori0(.4
ROOMMATE to share 3br 1
RE 753 9898
•
TSC stores
Rentals
bodice kirr• 16.1•4‘... .4.
bath apt with two girls.
bar per 4441 g•c..., • ,
I r.e
750 SO FT OFFICE space 2BR upstairs apt 113'4 S $125/mo plus $125 deposit
Yards and ci.n•iv
IGG 04 Gal
J. o,
of utilities For
or small business, plenty of 13th St deposit & lease plus
black hand -Inn, r..i
no pets 753 6001 leave appt call 753 8447
,f,cst, •
parking
753 6106
cording cratro
;Art. fro.message
753 3258
LYNN Grove U Pick Bar
SMALL furnished lbr apt
buckles wid
4B11 2 bath, like new. cen $175/mo. $175 deposit
roes now open 7 7 mon Sat
Noticing iii•
DOWNTOWN office space tral h/a,
zippers rykooi.c.
appliances It lawn 753 7953
closed Sundays 1, mile
available across from maintenanc
hrIllk
Iron Pioneer Store on 891
e furnished
courthouse $95/mo includ
balling
•
$540/mo Coleman RE VERY spacious 2br 2 bath
South U pick 60qt Or
ing all utilities 753-1266
duplex, appliances turn
far tog ttd,a, to.' •
753 9898
dered $1 25qt 435 4314
nlIfTtfirrGlig
tshed wag hook up. central
it
OFFICE or business 1000
COMPLETELY furnished gas heat $525/mo. 1 mo
WALLACE Strawberries N
.
•I., .•G•
...
sq ft Available June 1 308
2br apt on lake, no pets deposit. years lease, no
16th arid Poor Farm Rd
rkiktr4S r4r.•
,
N 12th, next to Faye s
,
$250/mo plus $150 dope pets
Open Toes Thurs, Sat
,4tlat4 ft
• • .•
753 2905 or
753-9212
mutat rtersttla i ,4'4, • e+.
7am, Mon Wed Fri 4pm
sit 436 2402
'
753 7536
7)06...•
"oklers
1pm til 5pm 60c qt
qun
RETAIL or Office Space ifl CONDOMINI
UM for lease,
°goons T•11.2.41 S'Ge" a -'•••
•-at,a
U -pick. $1 25 picked
S Side Shopping Center
low utilities, 3br 2 bath with
boos,axei ••:•.• ••• •
,attka
•
SVAPC.
753 0195
753 4509 or 753 6612 '
Rooms
garage. 753 3293
'raker rriter-apra.• .- • . •
afirttt
For Rent
a,.acr,,,,e.
!I .•
COUNTRY living, eft'
a
Terms pt_laii;
,
641 0-Pick
320
aency apt extra clean ap 2 ROOMS 3 blocks from
(reaiers hr,rq
••
t.4,4011
campus
Kitchen
pri
Apartments
pliances furnished, lease &
Strawber
ries
Pi
•
'ta. os,-1c
Amc..11oneir. a (toe.
For Rent
deposit required, no pets viledges, $150/ea utilities
"it varls
•
Open 84 Mon.-Sat
included 753 1431
436 5401
tviGII.
kW.
1 2 3BD apts " Furnished,
2 miles south of Murvery nice near MSU No EXTRA large lbr duplex,
ray on seal side of
641, We provide
pets
753 1 2 5 2 good hia, walking distance
Houses
days,753-0606 after 5pm
handy picking conto MSU. reasonable utili
For Rent
Joe D Kennon - Auctioneer
tainer* for you to
1:91
1BR apt $200/mo, partial ties, yard mairitenancv in
take your berries
Phone 901-642-3750
cluded.. $250/mo. 1628 "3BR 1/, bath, 316 N 6th.
utilities, near campus
Rt 5 • Pans, Tn. 38242 • Firm Lie 51092
home In
753 2339 $450/mo, lease & deposit
759-9980 or 753 0439 Miller
762 4483 8-4pm
753
8767,
436
2054
leave message
38R 2 bath furnished deck.
1BR duplex on Hwy 280. EXTRA nice 2br duplex
with carport, gas heat. ap central hie, - 1 mile from.
Saturday, May 13, VW; • if) A.M.
energy efficient No pets
pliances no pets. deposit & campus $450/mo For the
-Regardless
$285/mo *deposit
lease 1817. Ridgewebd summer only 489-6075
FARR'S At(-11()N
753-8848 before 9pm.
$425 753-7457
Tri-City, KY I!de...,to..., KW if , ii it47
3BR brick in Murray
1BR duplex, new h/a. carAntiques & f'olleetiblew
$400/mo lease & deposit.
peting. $225/mo.412 N 5th FURNISHED or unturn
,• •• .
quilte. saxophone & rlari r o.•
no pets 759-4826 leave
Homer Laughlin china
St 753-2339. 753-8767, ished 1 or 2br apts No pets,
message. available June
Zimmerm
an
Apts
clocks'
made
& Hoek p.•
436-2054
753 .5609
frnee, logging tsongrn
10 •
•
,t 3B11 nice carpet & vinyl.
1BR furnished apt .
bicycles. tricyclea, 'bile'• ,
beautiful
natural
wood upTook:C bench VISP
;
$200/mo plus deposit no G & L Rental Property an
nounces openings at stairs with 2 large bedradial arm saurelnil .s'4
pets. Hwy 121 at the fair
Sherry Lane Apts near rooms downstairs 1 bath in
bench saw. ttlfotrielli, 4.,•• '0”. ,,,
grounds 753-3139
hes tent, pt hitch. SF gal
MSU These attractive two large corner lot, 605 Syca•
Appliances: Kitchen
, I .• , 1BR low utilities, refer
bedroom units lease for more, $450/mo 753-2339.
freerer. counter top
ences. & deposit rquired, $440 & will be ready for 753-8767. 436-2054
microwave oven. 220 aol..
•
r
no pets. $185/mo
June move in Grey's PropNICE 2br brick house, apHousehold Items: el(G`C n
„41.
753 3949
erties is lacing applications
lovesieata, 2 five drawer chests • •• •••.. •.
•
plicances & w/c1, 6mo
Call 759 2001
hack chairs, bite new rneptrt
I •
IBR, nice, near MSU
lease. $400/mo 489-2741
&hem oak hack, lamps tar.... •
Available now Coleman -MUTT CAL Apartments now
walnut fern stand, portoroo itt fro
ar:cAipteig applications for SMALL lbr brick house,
RE 753 9898
pedestal fans, pool table
.1.
1 2 arid 3br apartments walking distance to MSU
ladies 3 speed Schiele,
,
1 OR 2br apts near down
Phone 759 4984 Equal Extra low utilities.' 1628
Spacial Iteimat 20 ft K
.
-town Murray 753 4109
Miller, rear $180/mo
Housing Opportunity
MIS tank end single •1.0. Ira-." • .,•••• 4 •
753-2339. 753.8767,
cards, inures fear, Mail-'. r
436 2054
Terms Complete *et tivrtwur., rip .•
360
FAILIt IS A t
"t- tr
.
Saturday, May 13, 1995 - 10:00 A.M.
W. Dan F•r rim i hf h.. t..
For Rent
Hazel, Ky. - Next door to Haul Baptist Church
Richard Ferri.'
Approoto
A.
•
Or Less*
114. Sound .f oto
across from the fruit stand. Selling the Lida Sue
P.O Box lag
CREEKVIEW Self storage
iln•ei. it it
544 4itll 470d
Freeland Estate.
empesile fa ww•ms• uwwwwwww /NO ••••• ••• tr•-•••••. ••••• .
warehouses on Center
.• at a.
PARTIAL US IING
Drive behind Shoney's
4 piece cherry bedroom suite by Davis Cabinet Co. of
$20-$40/mo 759 4081
Nashville (Lillian Russell style)• old oak secretary desk •
FOR rent 32'x28' shop or
new recliner •old parlor table•old cedar chest• dinette set
storage 753-3447, Ky 94
waSchaus•Zenith System 3.1V •old quilt box set of chins
East
(California Ivy) • 30" electric range (new cond.) •
20, 19971 - 1 11:00
refrigerator side-by-side (white)• old mantle c 1.s k • 25"
NORTHWOOD Storage
--Regardless of ,as.r.1
Zenith Tv (,.01..r)• old bedroom suite • old oil lamp • old
presently has units avail
Pine. BlurtShores near the w•ter'• o•irgo -.1 •
picture frames•2old trunks• old carnival glass•several old
• P.',
Murk• Lake
able Call 753-2905.
From Murray,KY proerred south on KY 121 to
quilts • Scars washer/dryer • floor lamp • sewing machine
torn lett
753-7536
onto
KY
Hwy
444
and rnntinu• tor •pp•-•,,
wkabinet•new couch •couch w/h ode-a bed •mi.tOW&Ve •
port pear the
entrance
marked
Pin.
Bluff Oilsoroa 9
.at. tf•
•'n'-ti--,n elitne and
electric fire logs•several oij) books•coffee and end tables
STORAGE trailer for rent
property on Use right
(1Duncan Phyfe)•old wash bowl w/pik her •fIKIT site rug •
753-7888
Robert
&
trow,rgie Rennie have 11111,16.• •
na...,rt apron health
pole lamp•jars of buttons •4 straight favors • depression
considerations to Mt/VP nut nf •••le ;S •
'••••1, entente:rt.
glass • iron skillets • kris of old glassware • pots & pans •
WANTED nice home for
able Kentucky real emote foe sate •
"s stem* Si
Corning pieces•old dough trey w/rollingpin •°hilted cans
_
.
lease in Murray area.availperancia4 property
• doilies • royal ruby glass • blue fruit jars • assorted I/2
able Jun 1st 3 to 5brs,
Reel Rasta: Solis alit. rn ••••••:t. I.•
.
pints • milk glass"ofd wooden stool; assorted figurines •
attractm. lets ii Pir• RI ;IT
baths. 2,000+ sq ft with
7- •,•
floor fan • cane bottom chairs•several rild hats & boxes •
▪
•nthin
el.
4 p•.h
large lot in nice area, price
as uwli witntetnett 14 •
old porch swing •old Mickey Mouse Bubble liuster •metal
-1,4,•
1
negotiable will be in Murray
▪ Magnetic doer opener
• tfe••roe,
P.1 •.
porch chairs • 2 coal buckets • yard trails • Christmas
NM*
May 27th Call Rich at Koptrue rne the ...rode,*se' •••••••• • ft
decorations • several pieces of old jewelc., 20 ga. IC
beautifhlly ;soder* pori
-we
rd.
perud Realty 753 1222
• e. •
Higgins•198 I Delta()ljs -4 door /56,2w? miir • box lots
lor Mehemet hes ror tore • •If snout 'a- • di •t4
i••
and much, much more
from a 110,1• /AM
t•Ina ascii a•••
••
Teems
an
itm.
awe"
Veleta IOW
day -Si sq..•• •
••AlX:TI()NEIAS NOTE - This sale offers antiques,
• 4 •
lp:G
unique;, collectibles and good clean household furnishings
Pontoon lowers th‘•.• .t' 4 24 ism 11•••••
af. . •. • ••
t
nnnerel
eutbeenl,
nudy A•lt ea rate..55.1'-6 rate 4- f4...
Please plan to spend the day.
.
1r4ve•
stomaCOM piss. pale Me •,G,,et. -spa.- • th.• a ea am • •
11 ••
'DAMS&(I)N1)11•IONS - Complete grab-meat day of sale
foil enclosure* wet her nr,..!•• •••• •• "". •
,•••
NOW
•••
• ••• • els. 4 V
renting
,
Eastside
Cash or good check with proper II) anclarr letter of credit to
haul.* •ftlt , 11 ehererenon sharp"'
Boat & Mini Storage Call
Doug , Taylor Auction Service from your hank (unless
P1
,
1041111 Prillierty G,AINGes,...•••• werw• it•w •• •
• • • ••• week GAP
now to reserve your space
personally known by The Auctioneer - %Or Exceptions,c.
111414,01. 111111/8 and Gabe.. nt••••••m•
.
..••
•
G
•nale
759 9835 or 753 0834
Announcements day of sale take precedence .•er previously
hadreete NM:GOV pa lie
'no., •• • •
.•
esaydr
Dy11101Pi
printed material Not responsible foe accidents Refresh
shears.. Ka sorest. kin 4 c.w.o." • ••••.• • .• •
- .
•
-•••••••••
!WIWI W Crofters,' ochrig.TeMr•I •• an.. •
ments/lunc.h available. For information and your auction
dir NIP/ he. •••• a4
to•On" Sada, 4 •
.
needs contact.
kildiumeaft 21• gamer mower me ewer •-• .•
•
- •
• I.....
dueness, nem carter
• ••
•
255

rahrOC

I

. 45

JG

.KENNON AUCTION CO.

A

ESTATE AUCTION

A

The Right Place - "I h•• itiOlt. 'I imp
Saturday, May

T

Doug Taylor

AUCTION, SER%
Purjear, itrinessre
181)11 247.37x4• •
Lk. KY & TN. ,
1 2027
AYLOR NAM Al
,i111 1111'1111

4YR OLD Quarter horsn
489 2477
BAY quarter horse gelding
alt shots up to dote Current
Coggin*, new shoo,
$1500 435 4510

T•144111•111 POPIP01111lenpec,
•••11, Canna Open 11"..••,

GA- D ,•• •••
r

.rs•

•

.0
,

ta

1

ACTION REALTY & FARRIS Al."("1 ION
Mai R. Dodd Brukair
Den inrrui
Al Aortioneoy
P.O. Hos 148 Ileawl, KY iJldF4 4.1 47114
%S rue...sai,k. ree see./onla 5. AM.0w • ,....
• •••• warsalot e• **G..' •
pr.teed On•111.,
•‘•

•

+ft- ap-rr-ligp.../.0.411W10.41.M.W...--
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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sin

Palle
Ileie

Moving Sale
1665 Ryan SL
May 12 & 11
8 LIR - ?
Buck fireplace insert 7
pc claw/loot oak dinette
set Bail:Nan p6ano Ike
new 2 bar stools Nordatrait Sky Machine
women
gets
men
clothes many mGc
gems not lasted

Yard/Deck Saes
Fit 81 $et.
runal p.as
I ale warier an 444
Meade, Ky. 1.1 pace ea
WI beyond Trask/sr Cow
Beg sontsn's anew, men's
clothes, Ms of deriss
krebk knacks, arectric weed
edger anique IXicikarse,
Step SIMI (nM) tog
prop for 75 h p Evrirude
brand new craft, lot of
MAK

Garage Sale
Fri. & Sat
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
1555 Mockingbird
Drive In Martin
Heights
Toot, corttn.ctor ,tems
electrical, househord, de
nes gods:1i equipment, tent
S,Eleping bags
wows
srlirig & sporting items
gardening. gas grill t v
rairs
NO bey &dB

Yard Sale
Fri, May 12
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat., May 13
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
121 ft right on 299 two
houses on lift put
Poor Farm Rd.
Loa of baby dories plants
204 so., set of Corrals
dishes, broken Rainbow
vacuum, 100 amp fuse tax
8 meter pie lots of odds &
ands

MISTY Meadows
Weed' 759-47C6

Re-

YARD
SALE

1507 Ouday Dr.
Fri, May 12
Sat_ May 13
7 am-2 p.rn
Bedroom suite suitabie for
young girl, consoie paano, 5
drawer file cabinet peciures, plant sancta. small
taller., mirrors, ielly
binet, bedspreads, valances, dist ruffle, callow',
clothes for men, women 8
duldren, toys-toys toys

Garage
Sale
s:

Fri, May 12
7 a.m.-3 p.m
94 E to 280 to Poplar
Springs Rd., 2 story
yellow house, 1,/2
miles on left.
Toys, doss, boo and parrs
clothes (sass 8,10,12), roomers cotes (sae 12)

Garage
Sale

1508 Dudley Dr.
Fri. & Sat
May 12 & 13
7 a.m.-7
Drapes, rods patio
Wok
Jrnbrelta,

13th & Sharp

*eights

8 a.m.-2 p.m.

3 Party
Yard Sale
In Dexter go 641 No.
to 1346 turn right, go
to Walnut St East
just before railroad
tracks 5th house on
right.
Lots of everything

Fri. & Sat.

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Moving Sale/
Yard Sale
807 North 18th St.
Murray
Fri. & Sat
May 19 & 20
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
clothes.

45 MINUTES from Lake
Barkley 4 bedroom, 3 bath,
10. acres, den dining
room, utility, garages,
pond 502-825-4145,
502-322-8210 evenings
Details
FAX
by
502-825-9038

knacks, kitchen
accessories, etc Everything must go

HALEY Appraisal Service,
call Bob Haley state certified Call 489-2266

Carport Sale
out 121 South
to Fairview Acres, 1st
house on right
Friday Only
8 a.rn-7
Aro fan), Beds Please'
25" ozvor ! v your bed
-gh cnair, Fisher Pnce
Line T,Ite ioys men's CO.
man's & boy's clothing
^aria-beam, shoes, tun
clIng box too much to list'
3 1 Miiia

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
MUR CAL Realty professional real estate management residential commer
cial,(allow us to handle your
real estate headaches) A
cost cutting occupancy improving move 753-4444
TAKE a look make an offer,
2br lake property Wilson
Realty 121 South Call
753-5086

Multi-Family
Yard Sale
'400 N. 16th St
Sat., May 13
8 am.-?
Exercise machine sEml
endows smoker grill, air
conditioner
gas CM*
stove, Hot Point refnger,
ant For more inforrnator
or appiiances call 753E4023

Outside
Garage Sale
Teddy Bear Show
& Sale Inside
Fri & Sat
8 am.-7
108 North 7th St
Handmade artist bears
tor Mother's Day gifts
, ols of Teddy Bears 8
stuffed animals some
assorted
antiques
lams

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

435
Lake
Property
LAKE LOT SALE' Homesites on Lk Barkley KY
Private lake access for
$8900 with financing Free
color brochure Call now
800 858-1323, ext 3957
Woodland acres
LAKE prcperty for rent
Very nice 1br just above
Wildcat Park available by
week month or year 3BR 2
bath. in Lakeway Shores,
$350/mo with 1 yr lease
753-2339 or 753-8767,
436-2054

NICE high lot 110x217 in
Misty Meadows next to
Oaks Country Club
753 5691
SOUTHWEST area 14
acre building lots 200ff
frontage restricted
$12.500 435 4548 after
5pm

1985 CHEVY Blazer S-10
Tahoe, 2wd, 120,XXX
miles, $3,000 753-9809
1985 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham 2dr, V-8, new
battery, well serviced must
sell, $2,350 or best offer
527-8905
1985 TOYOTA Corolla 5sp,
manual transmission, 4dr
air, high mileage, good
body, runs great, $1,500
Call after 5pm 753-9013

753-8974

:i4CEL,L..tO
6
986A
Farms
For Saha
33 ACRES, stocked lake
fenced pasture, green
house, 14x70 3br mobile
home Coleman Real Estate 753-9898

Homes
For Sala

1988 CHEVY Celebrity
Eurosport, excellent condition, 2,300 obo Call
753-8848 before 8pm
1988 1-BIRD, V6 loaded
64xxx miles, one owner
garage kept $5295
759-7457

2BR V% bath brick, very
nice, central h/a, sunporch, 1989 FIREBIRD black,
just outside city, $67,900. great shape, must sell
$4200 Call 436-2672.
Coleman RE 753-9898.
2BR cottage new Ky Lake,
$49,500 Coleman RE
753-9898

1994 & 1995 NISSAN Altima loaded Call 753-7785

1994 CAMARO Z28, blue,
3BR 1 bath log home, 1250 loaded, lady driven, asking
sq ft central h/a, vaulted $17,500 Phone Frankfort
ceilings, great room with 502-227-8015
fireplace, patio area,
1994 HONDA Accord EX,
$62,700 489-6075
CD leather, sunroof,
3BR 2 bath duplex, double 12,500 miles, will consider
carport on Southwood Dr trade for truck 753-4538
753-7947
FOR sale 1993 Mitsibishi
3000G1 SL burgandy with
3BR duplex for sale
grey leather interior, 5sp,
753-5114
asking $22,000 Call
A FRAME summer home in
753-8341
Lakeway Shores on Blood
River. 1BR newly remodeled with community ramp,
A95
$25,000. Call 436-5340 or
376-5100.
Vans
BE the first owner of a 2
story brick home in a prime 1985 BLUE Chevy raised
roof Gladiator conversion
city subdivision 4BR, 24
baths, features Marvin van, with lots of extras,
windows, 17tt foyer ceiling, local, one owner, make ofwhite kitchen, columns, fer, Call Bill Kopperud
fireplace, tile and hardwood 753-1222 day, 753-6620
floors, cultured marble, hot evening.
tub, deck & more Call
1987 TOYOTA LE mini
759-2571, 435-4013 or van high mileage, excel435-4040.
lent condition. $3000 firm.
BRICK ranch 3br 1 bath, 502-489-2894.
central h/a, carport, 520 1989 FORD Aerostar van,
Whitnell 753-6276
V-6, auto, air, p/s, p/b,
BY owner 3br 2 bath, large cruise, am/fm tape,
living room, kitchen and 110.XXX miles, $4,150
large den with fireplace, 436-5610
1,837 sq ft of living space
plus garage, carport and
porch Lots of closets and
built ins No step-up at bacic
door or garage, easy entry
1979 % TON Chevy
for handicapped of elderly
pickup. Good work truck,
Must see to appreciate,
Motor and trans. good. New
$75,000 753-7133, tires $800. 489-2131
759-1723, 753-3092
1985 FORD F15 4wd, new
motor 753-1151 daytime,
753-6984 evenings

. ,
3 BR-2 Bath
Excellent Location
$62,000
753-5561

CONDOMINIUM 1380 sq
ft with garage, low utilities,
luxurious living, 3br, 2 bath
753-3293
FOR Investors, 2812sq ft
new duplex, Fall Brook
Sub
Rental income
$1100/mo, Price $123,000
492-8516 or 762-7221
NEW 3br homes priced in
70's & 80's, financing available, will consider trade
753-3672 after 5pm
NEW affordable homes
2-3br in city Starts at mid
50's, financing available,
payments less than rent
Sidewalks, storm sewers.
curbs & all underground
utilities 753-4444
NEW home, Coles Campground Rd 3br 2 bath central gas & electric, 1900sq ft
living area on 1 22 acres
nice Call Mur Cal Realty
753-4444
PRICE reduced' 3BR 2
bath with large yard & stor
age 9mi on 121N $64,900
489-2296
TWO new custom built
homes on Larkspur Drive in
Campbell Estates Must
see to appreciate Excellent floor plans Call
753 3903 after 430

Motorcycles
BEAUTIFUL flat lot al
underground city utilities including gas Last available
lot in Preston Heights iocated behind Gatesbor
ough $13,900 753 2339

1980 VOLKSWAGON
Rabbit Fil/1 condition, runs
good $500 435-4578

Murray's newest
and most beautiful subdivision
"Saddle Creek".
View the roiling
hiUs and lots
now available for
your new home.
Just past Southwest Villa on
Store
Gibbs
Road.
Call Cary Miller

460

Garage Sale

1973 NOVA V-8 AT 20r
good work car or for restoration $550 436-2275

1982 HONDA 750 Nighthawk excellent condition
road ready. $1,250
753 0895 after 5pm
1987 YAMAHA Warrior
looks and runs great make
offer
435 4003 or
435 4511
1994 YAMAHA Timberwolf
4 wheeler 753 2791 after
6prn
KZ1000 FULL dress any
fm cassette hard luggage
new paint nice $1700 obo
759 4042

Al Al A TREE SERVICE
hedge trimming landscaping, mulching 8 mulch hauling, gutter cleaning Clean
up Junk garbage Odd lobs
also Al househld moving
Free estimates Tim Lamb
436-5744.
A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 436-2247
or 492-8737
A and A Lambs lawn mowing, light hauling tree trimming, Mark 436-2528
ALL around hauling, mowing, tree work. Junk dean
up, cleaning out gutters,
Joe 436-2867
ALL around clean-ups
Tree trimming, removal arid
hauling Landscaping
clean-up, trimming and
mulching Call 492-8254
SALTV
LAWN CARE
Lawn cars prorated by a prolemon. ove Inciudes
Wsedseter!mein would al
StrUCKINIS

ISMS p0/1111011/0

1979 GMC 23Ft Midas motor home Sleeps 4, roof ac
awning, generator, low mileage 492-8841 after 6pm
1980 NOMAD Camper
237, ft air, awning fully self
contained garage kept extra clean Call 489-2538 or
489-2330

CHI1A Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COOKSEY'S Plumbing
service 436-2667
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service
Call Gary at
759-4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar
CUSTOM tilling & small
bush hogging 489-2995
DAVID'S cleaning services We clean vinyl, brick,
drive ways, sidewalks, mobile homes, R V 759-4734
D & D lawn care, free estimates 489-2296
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
HANDY man Plumbing
painting, wallpaper. tree &
carpentry work Call Ken
474-2131

and lower beds tracer mow
ing by a camp operadr Mi
grass removal horn sodewalts.
drweways, paw and porch

awn Ream cal John Sales
at 753-81149 or Jared Ridde
Me-91571a See quotations to
do you yard on a scheduled
per mown; burs or by the
SOOKol

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
ARRONS Handyman Co
remodeling and repairs,
odd jobs, screen porches
decks, electrical etc
474-8534

J5 J Lawn Maintenance
dependable, reliable reasonable rates, big or small
jobs 502-753-0384
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff s Recovery, Murray
KY 436-5560
LAMB Brothers Tree Service 502-436-5744

LAWN care, mowing & trimming 436-2528
LAWNS
mowed
(502)759-3133
LEWIS Exterior Cleaning
houses, mobile homes,
brick & vinyl, buildings.
R V 's, sidewalks, tree estimates (502)753-6490

Four Star
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Lifetime Warranty
14)00

28' aug

hght

$364.00
K-Rock Underpinning
Silver & White Roof

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations
etc 759-4664

Coatings

DecKs, Treated Lumber.
Handrails, Banister or
Lattice

Cam

fr

foldout
bed
way re
53-5949

5

BUSHHOGGING gardens
plowed disked, driveways
graded 437-4030

mlies south of Murray
on 641 Hwy

29' AIRSTREAM rear bath
new interior, all systems
work, road ready
753-0114
32 FOOT Holiday camper
$3000 Serious Inquires
only 502-759 4414

MARC'S lawn service.
753-6226, 753-4168.
MOODY S mower repair,
pick-up and delivery
753-5668
MULCH, delivered Murray
area 436-5560
NICHOL'S lawn & yard
care Mowing, trimming,
fertilizing, haul debris & refuse 759-9577
PAINTING int ext all
types of home repair, free
estimates Call anytime
436-5032

Tree Ttlmming
Tree Removal
Landscaping

Ya'd 440"fing Tree Service D'anuP Selvice
Hedge Trimming
Light Hauling, Etc
Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

NOTICE
Anyone who has brought in
pictures to the Classified Dept.
for birthdays, Grandparent's
Day & etc. please stop by and
pick them up.
Thank You
Classified Dept.
?

520
Boats
Motors
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOss wOoDvioliPUI4G

144 FT Alumacraft, 25hp
Johnson with trailer
436-2758
MARK Twain very nice
1977. 165hp, 6cyl, Chev
k4arc cruise. gold & white
tandem axle trailer See at
Wayne Darnell Boat Shop
9mt South of Murray on
Hwy 121

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753-5484

ROCKY Colson home repair, plumbing, roofing siding & additions All type
home & mobile home repair Free estimates
474-2307

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed, in
sured Estimate available
759-4690

CHECK
YOUR
AD

WE do yard work and wash
windows and clean houses
and apartments and clean
gutters 502 345 2714
WINDOW & door repair 6.
replacement 759-1799
YARD mowing tree est
mates 753-6344

CMSSIFIED

Murray Ledger & Times
Fair Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein is subject to
the Federal Fair Housing Act, which makes
it illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, color,
religion, sex, handicap, familial status or
national origin, or intention to make any
such preferences, limitations or discrimination.

Advtrusers are requested
first insertion
of ads for any error The
Murray Ledger & Times will
be responsible for only
ONE INCORRECT INSERTION Any orror should be
reported immediately so
corrections can be made
CHECK YOUR AD carefully and notify The Classified Advertising Department immediately in case
of an error
to check the

State laws forbid discrimination in the sale,
rental or advertising of real estate based of
factors in addition to those protected under
federal law.
We will not knowingly accept any advertising for real estate which is in violation of the
law. All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised are available on an
equal opportunity basis.

753-1916 I
CLASSIFIED
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For further assistance with Fair Housing
Advertising requirements, contact NAA
Counsel Rene P. Milam, (703) 648-1000.

Attention
Classi led Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $12.00, for

Only $6 A Week!

15
744
BR

(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
New rate effective Apnl 1, 1995

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

753-1916

Call Us Today!

HOROSCOPES
FRIDAY. NIAN. 12. 1995
our person:Ili/cc' daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call 1 -900-988-778S, or phone crimpa.ny will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
H.APPY BIRTHDAY! IN

Tut,:

NEXT YEAR OF O( LIFE:
\taking an interesting disco\ erN
could take
stran_tht n) the top of
the career ladder. keep yiwur e), es
and ears open! A h tray into the inner
workings of an .orgainiation could
turn up N. aluable information. Mari-la:4e and family life are very important fo romantic partner. An une-xpected financial gilt sends your spirits soaring. Saleguard your relationship w ith off

CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS HATE: actres Kim Fields.
comedian George Carlin. soap star
Linda Da no. composer Burt
Hacharach.
.
.
_.
ARIES i March 21 -April 191: Be
careful how you spend Your money.
What seems like an ideal investment
could prov e unsound. Do not
neglect your domestic. obligation.. A
friend oilers to pitch in and help
with a practical task.
TAURUS
Nla‘ .201:
Business meetings seem to fill WM.
&AN.. YOU are hard at work. pulling
Ion ;ill the things you want to accomplish. .A fancy -dress es ent Inas he
too formal for your taste: lease early .
GEMINI I \la\ 21 -June 2111: Au
c•Iinent could come

your
hack to haunt intl. Cu,
normally cautious approach votrk.
tnt VOLIT favor nim. An" relict:1mA
dekite still noi resolve an emotional
issue. hillock your intuition.
Patience pass dividends.
CANCli...R (June 21 Auk 221:
dopting a inure enlightened and
ioperanv e attitude helps You build
new bridges at work. \Ow resources
‘k ill he put to better use when you
become a leans player. Choose a
horik oser 'IV this evening.

1Ff)thijui
a ‘2
vv11 1 .1hl
‘
."1111 12
1121
:
1111ch
1iiiit• 4lra
hie project is is Ileal as the tele
phone. Seminars and adult educa
limit proglams ale also a phis Some

ork. influential urges you to !rye up
It) your potential.
1.112G0 (Aug. 2.1-Sep . 221: Re
‘k tiling to deal head-on
ith a mat
ter that has been lurkin , in the back
of pnit mind. Things will go better
once sins take direct action. A faraway romantic partner is•sues all
invitation.
LIBRA (Sept. 2.1-00. 22i: A
trip is a distinct possibility this
weekend. Something in ).0111- per
\owl life compels you to reach out
to people iii a laratk;1!. place. Speak
up. \lake your V‘ Shies k 1111V, n tin
dIONC 111 authority.
MI/RPM
23-No‘, 2 1 1.
You could_ fel:ell:C-4 lucky career
break totla. Sa "s es- to a challenging assignment. Shop for items
that still make sour home more
comfortable and heautif tiL Take
akmg a friend who has griod taste.
SAGITTARIUS (Nun ..2.2-Dec
211: A business partnership 'could he
great it you connect with the right
persim. \lake •Ure your talents are
complementary . A spur-01-01c
moment gathering could he kits of
tun. Keep the menu simple.
CAPRICORN iDec. 22-Jan. 19i.
Business travel enjoys highly tavorable influences. N'our professional
contacts are relying on you to share
your insights at a seminar. If family
stiltte's 'are -important to
set
go,,,
(1 example lot)
.,01.111
is
jan.gervtielabti.‘r ..•eh
.AQUARR.s

An C1111/10 CI' V. ho wants to lure you
away I rum your current position
utters special perks. Weigh your
options carefully. A business invest
went can pav off handsomely
Immerse yourself in fun tonight!
PISCES &eh. 19-!‘larch 20):
Rapidly shifting e‘ems require Iles
ibility unit you! part. Go w it Ii the
flow. creative Ii hail. i lig and intim a
Me thinking arc key to your reach
Ing a 1111112-mm01 goal Do nol 1111('
11(11 IN it 11 )V4 inv. money lion) blends

arid

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
. Drop By And Sea Our Showroom •
Suribuel Murray (Behind Bunny Breedl

753-5940
- 111164t

-

•

RILEY Remodeling & Construction Garages, additions. porches, decks, roofing, vinyl siding & trim, replacement windows
Owner Jerry Riley Phone
502-489-2907

SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Serval' Gutter Co
753-6433

,

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

•

1993 STARCRAFT pop-up
camper, sleeps 6. canopy
8x10 screen room
502-753-6158'

RIDA S Machine Quilting
choice of patterns Phone
502-759-2479, Murray, Ky

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1, Almo Open 9-12, 1 5
Mon -Fri. 753-0530

(502) 492-84138

ouaity Servic.e liø 81-0/40,
Free Estinates
24 Hour Servo

1989, 37FT Kountry Aire
5th wheel RV $25,000
314-379-2723 after 5pm

ROOFING and painting
interior exterior etc 25yrs
experience 10% discount
senior citizens 474 0107

4 x 8 - $275.00
6 x 10 - $425.00
10 x 16 - $775.00
Metal Roofs Over Deck
Available

Licensed & Insured
1987 STARC

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Cali
436 5255

Satirises
Onwsd

Doors - Windows Bathtubs

BACKHOE Service complete foundations septic
systems R H Nesbitt, Construction Phone 492-8516
pager 762-7221

CAMCORDER repair &
microwave repair Wood
VCR Service Center
753-0530

Ssrvir.es
Offered

Everlock Vinyl
Underpinning

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515

BOB'S Plumbing Service
Installation and repair, all
work guaranteed
753-1134 or 436-5832

Services
Offered

LAMB'S tree timming
436-2269 Paul

ASPHALT driveway, sealing, free estimates
753-2279

1987 FORD F-150 man
trans 300CI, 90xxx
fair body, needs paint
CARPORTS for cars and
$4700 753-3266
trucks Special sizes for
1988 FORD F250, White motor home, boats, RVs
on blue, auto, p/s, pito, dual and etc Excellent protectanks, radial tires V-8 Nice tion, high quality, excellent
truck'
$4500
value Roy Hill 759-4664
502-875-4050 Dealer,
CARROLL'S Custom gar1994 MAZDA B-4000. 6cyl, den tilling, grader blade
cab plus, 4x4, 5sp, red, work, bush hogging lots,
loaded, 1 owner, 32.XXX free
estimates
miles, warranty, mint condi- 502-492-8622
tion, $17,500 Day phone
759-4700, night phone COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes. trailers, offices
489-2481
Wultf's Recovery. Murray
436-5560
518
Campers

530

SAO

Services
Offered

Used
care

.11 01) 'S - 1111,1)R EN: L\ cut as tots, these I auteans still displa‘ a
tote lot pi ictr, 11111`at and painting. A gift 4)1 NA :Her color. or crayons can
kcep them It app lot hours I heir sicadlast•in.inwr and quiet pC1111..ICIll'e
Ihciii
elli1111),,Ce•
stilllie\ Cr he liti.tled or bullied
iniiitak mg 41 false position \
good lowed. thew I IHITC:111• taut low
tielte ii tiagpcil or goalleil Ilea! theill geniis'
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Ten years ago
By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT. I've been an
insulin-dependent diabetic for over 26
years_ My question concerns the pos•
sibility of damage to arteries from
long-term insulin use. Do drugs prolong this damage? Are there any criteria for people like myself who have
taken insulin for such a long period?
DEAR READER: Insulin itself does
not adversely affect circulation. Quite
the contrary. The diabetes is the cul
prit. by accelerating arteriosclerosis.
leading to premature heart and kidney disease.
Moreover, the degree of arterial
damage is directly related to how well
the diabetes is controlled: in short.
whether the blood sugar can be
brought under strict control and
maintained in a normal range.
Your doctor can recommend the
ideal dbses of insulin for your diabetes, in conjunction with a suitable
diet and a program of regular exercise. You should adhere to his suggestions.

The only real drawback to insulin
therapy is the risk that. on occasion.
you may self-administer too much.
with resulting hypoglycemia lweak
ness. lightheadedness, hunger. sweating. and rapid pulse, As you know.
such hypoglycemia is treated with
orange juice or other sugary drinks
The major criterion for good control
of diabetes Ito minimize circulatory
disturbances I is whether the blood
sugar can be maintained in the normal range Your physician can advise
you
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Diabetes Mellitus " Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2433.
New York. NY 10163 Be sure-to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please comment
on the effects of garlic. I am under the
impression that it reduces the concentration of saturated fats in the
bloodstream. yet I have been unable
to find a supplement that makes these
claims

Teachers in Murray City
School System will receive at
least a three percent pay raise
with some certified personnel
receiving up to a 4.8 percent pay
increase following approval of
state recommended salary schedule by Muriay School Board.
M.C. Garrott writes about
Della Elizabeth Taylor in his
annual Mother's Day feature in
his column, "Garrott's Galley."
Calloway County Homemakers
served about 250 persons at its
annual tasting luncheon held May
2 in the social hall of First United
Methodist Church.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Barry Burton and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
McCaslin, May 7.

DEAR READER You can't find a
garlic supplement that claims to cure
elevated blood fats because such an
unproved allegation would be illegal.
Scientific studies have not confirmed
that garlic has such an effect.
True. garlic may possess healthful
properties and is a delicious compo •
nent of many fine dishes. However.
the Harvard Health Letter cautions
that any supposed health benefits
from the herb are only preliminary
and have yet to be confirmed.
o.945 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

Twenty years ago
Superlatives of Murray

High
School Senior Class were Tim
Philpot, Martha McKinney, Eli
Alexander, Ginger Gilliam, Steve
Howard, Johnny Cannon, Jana
Jones, Lee Stewart, Nancy Fitch,
Steve Porter, Lynn Hewitt, Donna Knight, Mike Outland, Cindy
Chrisman, Brad Barnett, Dan

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE
I LOST THE EKLUND
ACCOUNT, 8055...SO GO
AHEAD AND CHEW ME OUT

sco

I'm A CHANGED MAN, MY
ElOsl VOU
GET NO MORE
SCREAMING AND
HOLLERING
AND RANTING
AND RAVING
FROM ME

: w5H HE'D GO ______
84AC19
SCREAMNG,
HOLLERING,
RANTING AND T1'
1
47
RAVING
•

Foster and Tonya Carroll.
Steve McCuiston, son of Mr.
and Mrs. W.D. McCuiston, was
named winner of 1975 DeKalb
Agricultural Accomplishment
Award.
M.C. Garrott writes about Mrs.
Pearl Jones in his annual
Mother's day feature in his column, "Garrott's Galley."
The Charity Ball on May 24 at
Waterfield Student Union Building on Murray State University
campus will aid the local mental
health and mental retardation service programs in Murray and
Calloway County.
Thirty years ago

Commencement exercises for
the fifth graduating class of Calloway County High School will
be May 26 with Dr. Ralph H.
Woods as speaker. The Rev. Henry McKenzie will be the speaker
for the baccalaureate service on
May 23.
Kenlake State Resort Park
Hotel held open house on May 7
to show the renovation and redecoration of the hotel.
Pictured are new officers of
Murray Woman's Club who are

TODAY IN HISTORY

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, May 11, the 131st day of 1995. There are 234
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
'I1-0
On May 11, 1946, the relief agency CARE (Cooperative for American Remittances to Europe)- had its start as the first CARE package
arrived in Europe.
On this date:
In 1647, Peter Stuyvesant arrived in New Amsterdam to become
governor.
In 1858, Minnesota became the 32nd state of the Union.
CALVIN and HOBBES
In 1888, songwriter Irving Berlin was born Israel Baline in Temun,
Russia.
15 PEOPLE IN LINE A,ND
AVIT_R I WAIT TEN NIINTIS
I M \AITaNG TO PAY, AND NE
In 1894, workers at the Pullman Palace Car Co. in Illinois went on
TNE TELLER GOE5 ON
11-1EY OPEN A NEVi ONE
CA5141ER PTS ME ots: UOLD
strike. The American Railway Union, led by Eugene Debs, subseBREAK WITI-10UT
FOR ALL -DAL PEOPLE BEAND
NSTEND O NE ?EMS ON
quently began a boycott of Pullman that blocked freight traffic in and
14E. V0 HAVE NNA‘TED TWO
"t1-1E — LEP140NE
out
of Chicago.
MITUTS
In 1910, Glacier National Park in Montana was established.
In 1943, during World War 11, American forces landed on Japaneseheld Attu island in the Aleutians. (The territory was retaken in three
weeks.)
In 1944, Allied forces launched a major offensive in central Italy.
In 1947, the B.F. Goodrich Company of Akron, Ohio, announced
the development of a tubeless tire.
In 1949, Israel was admitted to the United Nations as the world
body's 59th member.
In 1949, Siam changed its named to Thailand.
CATHY
In 1973, charges against Daniel Ellsberg for his role in the Pentagon Papers case were dismissed by JudgMilliam M. Byrne: who
YOURE HAPP4
THANKs,1 r 714 10WEVER IN CASE YOU'RE Li WHAT COINCIDENCE THAT TII—E1
government misconduct.
cited
MOM.
WITHOUT EXPEiklMOM
JUST SAVI.N6 YOU'RE HAPPY 4 'UMBILICAL CORD 15 LOCATED I
In 1981, reggae artist Bob Marley died at age 36 in a Miami
ENC1NCT THE 304/' WHEN NOU'RE NOT REALLY 4 SO CLOSE TO THE STOMACH
hospital.
0f PARENTHOOD
HAPPY AT ALL FLO'S NEPHEW/
THAT WE HAVE
In 1987, in a medical first, doctors in Baltimore transplanted the
WAS IIIST DUMPED BY HIS ,.—
THEN WE'RE
heart and lungs of an auto accicknt victim to a patient who gave up
GIRLfRIEND AND COULD 8E.
'
: HAPPN, TOO.
A HOT PROSPECT
his .own heart to a second recipient. (Clinton House, the nation's first
living heart donor, died 14 months later.)
Ten years ago: More than 50 people died when a flash fire swept a
jam-packed soccer stadium in Bradford, England.
Five years ago: President Bush, on a two-day trip of college commencement speeches, told reporters aboard Air Force One that there
were "no conditions" going into a budget summit with Congress.
One year ago: Arkansas put to death two convicted murderers; it
was the first time a state executed two people on the same day since
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
the U.S. Supreme Court allowed states to restore the death penalty in
1976.
I've acrr A cour,
L oF eiooKs CANNE PSyCH0LOGL/
a)KNOW GET INTO
Today's Birthdays: Actor-comedian Foster Brooks is 83. Actor
_
t-1
eL
Yco,
—OS
Fofc
HIS HEAD,FEEL WHRT HE
SURE'-Va.)HAVE
Denver Pyle is 75. Comedian Mon Sahl is 68.
OBEDIENCE "TrtA NING
FFEL-Se THINK VJHAT HE
To UNDERSTAND
FIND THE oThiefk'S ON
Thought for Today: "We carry our nemesis within us: yesterday's
ECGAR BEFotitE‘1431)
TH1NKs— SEE WHAT
CANINE PSVCHOLOGY.
self-admiration is the legitimate father of today's feeling of guilt." —
CAN TMAiN HIM
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HE SEES!!

Dag Hammarskjold, U.N. Secretary-General (1905-1961).

rin

Mrs. Jack Kennedy, Mrs. Das id
-Gowans, Mrs. Russell Johnson,
Mrs. A.G. Wilson, Mrs. John

Nanny and Mrs. Robert W. Him,.
They were installed by Mrs. C.C.
Lowry, third vice president of
Kentucky Federation of Women
Clubs.
"Donna Ruth Herndon has a
rabbit by the name of Rufus,"
from column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C
Williams. publisher.
Forty years ago
Murray Hospital will hold open
house from 2 to 4:30 p.m. On
May 15 as a part of National
Hospital Week, according to Karl
Warming, administrator.
Murray State College String
Quartet composed of Prot.
Roman Prydatkevytch, first ‘10lin, Prof. Josiah Damall, sciL:ond
violin, Prof. David J. Guwans,
violin, and Prof. Neale B. Mason,
cello, will present a concert on
May 11 at Murray State.. Prot_
Robert Baar, tenor, will bc
soloist.
A clinic for all children planning to enroll in first grade at
Kirksey High School this fall v.ill
be May 12 at Calloway Count
Health Center, according to Mrs
Hal Smith. PTA health chairman.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: Several montl:•
ago, you published a letter front ..
woman in Illinois whose mother liibeen victimized by fraudulent t.1.marketers because she can't n•sist
those sweepstakes "prizes- t fiat
tome in the mail.
Abby, the law enforcement ow,
munity can and should
nun
than offer sympathy.
First. complaints concern in telemarketing scams should be III...!
with the National Fraud Inti0E11::i
tion Center. Call 1 SOO S76- 71W ,
during normal business hours 'Air.,
day through Friday. Eastern ton,
Or contact your state's; at torn
-general.
. Last year, a nationwide vino::
was made to crack down on 1,1,
marketing fraud. Law entOrcenn ,rt
officials now share access
national computer database t hao
contains information :ibout
investigations, active cases and
sumer complaints.
In addition. the National A.ss.4-1ation of Attorneys (;enilral, t
l',11eral Trade Commission and th,•
American Association of Retir.“!
Persons tAARP' have latim.h...1
consumer education campaign .1.combat telemarketing fraud.
A free brochure. "Telepho!
Scams and Older Consumers.available-by writing to: Feder.1!
Trade Commission. Sixth and
sylvania Ave.:S.W.. Washingt.
D.C. 20580.
RONALD W. BURRIS. ILLIN4 ,;74
ATTORNEY t;ENERAI.
DEAR ATTORNEY GENERAL BURRIS: Thank you for the
helpful information. I hope my
readers will place the toll-free
number near their telephone's
and report all suspicious calls.
* * *

JEAR ABBY: The recent lilt,-,
from "Unshakable in Nlik% ail
reflects a common concerti of peorl,,
who have arthritis. In your answ.-2.

you offered a good strategy whei.:
confronted by a potentially painful
handshake. Here are: three addi-.
tional options:
- When people offer their hand.
enclose their hand with hot,/ oh
Answer to Previous Puzzle
yours. This offers a warm responsr
and gives you control over the
SAND SPERM
intensity of the handshake_
ALEGAR PARUMH
— Place only one or two inches ot
SE TBONE EDIE
the end of your fingers into tho
PAC SPENT ETE other
person's palm.
alerts
NEIRM MACIRM MU --them-to- be- careful a-rid This
-keepFt-trirg-rNYALA TEETHES knuckles out of their grip.
GALA RELY
— A smile and a friendly nod
ONSTAGE SAMMS before a hand is offered may avoid .1
handshake.
SI
EMERY SNEE
Thank you for pointing out that
ANA OLDER ODD
many men as well as women haxo
GEST EASES HE
ETHUCS EDITOR arthritis. In Md. nearly -Ill million
Americans of all ages ha',e
YEARS @OLIO
form of the disease, according to
5-11 1995 United Feature Syndicate
statistics released by the Center for Disease Control and Prevent oil
3 Ginger -10 Resident of
Those interested in learninc
4 Concerning
Vienna
more about how to reduce Joiot
5 Broom
11 Russian ruler
stress from arthritis can recei‘e
6 Gardner
16 Unigje
five "Basic Facts- brochure In con
namesakes
pern •
7 Not pos
17 Natural color
tacting their local chapter of hut 8 Roman two
20'Robt — —
Arthritis Foundation, or by
9 Watch.pocket
22.Phys
-4-8001-283,7800.
25 Wide-awake
TERESA .1. BRADY.
26 — bran
8
10 11
9
NATIONAL MEDICAL ADVISER
27 Receded
ARTHRITIS FOUNDATIt
28 Edible tuber
14
29 Sailor
DEAR MS. BRADY: Thank
31 Table scrap
18
33 Males
you for the additional sugges34 Corner and \
tions, which should benefit
22
23
many readers. And thanks for
36 Dies —
sending
the "Basic Facts"
37 Formerly
brochure, which I found most
39 Above
30
informative. I
40 Muddy
had
been
unaware that the word "arthriill
41 Part of TLC
42 ERA to a
tis" refers to more than 100 difpitcher
ferent diseases that can affect
44 — Griffin
the joints and other parts of the
45 "Misery' actor
body.
46 Purl
•••
48 Oty
F.. receive•collection of Abb)'• mo.t
50 Roman 12
memorable — and moat frequentls
51 Sibling of sis
requested — poems and essos•, send
53 Selenium
liusiness•sited, self•addressted envelop.,
symbol
plus check mt mote)order for LIAM
55 Type of radio
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YOUR•STOMACH
IS SNOWCAPPED

NOT.?
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JM VAVIS 5-ii

MALLARD FILLMORE

I WAS
STANDING
TOO CLOSE
TO THE
FREEZER,
OKAY?!

1 At a distance
5 Prohibit
8 ''— — first
you don't
12 Slipper
13-Christmas —
14 Debt inits
15 Frozen water
16 Kind of
orange
18 Youth org
19 North of
Mass
20 Mr Slaughter
21 Centimeter
(abbr
23 26th pres
24 Oregon city
26 "— in the
court"
28 Houston
footballer
29 Type of
Cross

30 Life story
(abbr
32 Joint
33 Wrestling
pad

rII

a

1

34 Construction
beam
(2 wds I
35 Chalice veil
36 Cash ending
37 Occurrence
38 Twist
40 TV's talking
horse
WHINCIsJ
41 Shepherd ID
43 Parent
44 Make untidy
45 A Young
47 — —
standstill
49 Put forth
51 Cry of sheep
52 Butts against
54 Irritate
55 "The Nanny'
star
56 Diminutive
suffix
57 Vine
58 Clergyman
DOWN
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I'VE BEEN 601N6 TO SCHOOL
ALL (EAR, AND I 'JUST
FOUND OUT WHAT OUR
ROOM NUMBER 15

AND WWERE TWE
PRINKIN6
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YELL
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Don E. Stanley

41.

The funeral for Don E. Stanley will be Friday at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Mike Rumble will
officiate.
Graveside services will be Friday at 2 p.m. at Middle Tennessee
State Veterans' Cemetery, Nashville, Tenn.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home after 5 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Mr. Stanley, 66, Clarksville, Tenn., currently of Murray, died Tuesday, May 9, 1995, at 10:15 a.m. at his Murray residence.
A retired construction worker, he was of Protestant faith, an Army
veteran of the Korean War and a lifetime member of Veterans of
Foreign Wars. Born Dec. 14, 1928, in Ingalls. Ind., he was the son of
the late William Wesley Stanley and Ida Mae Kessler Stanley. Two
brothers also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ula Wilma Hendren Stanley, Murray; five daughters, Shancia Stanley and Darcy Gregory, Murray,
Donetta Witt, Mineral Wells, Texas, and Dora Hodge and Rachel
Moore, Lakeworth, Texas; four sons, David Lee Stanley and Tony
Stanley, Greenfield, Ind., Charles D. Stanley, Murray, and Kenneth D.
Stanley, Clarksville, Tenn.; six sisters and brothers; 23 grandchildren;
eight great-grandchildren.

Robert D.(Bob) Montgomery
The funeral for Robert D.(Bob) Montgomery will be today at 3:30
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Eugene
Burkeen and the Rev. R.J. Burpoe will officiate. Music will be by
•Jimmy and Linda Wilson.
Pallbearers will be Rex Smith, Randy Smith, Ronnie Wilson, Ricky
Crouch, Bobby Locke and Ray Broach. Burial will follow in New
Concord Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home.
Mr. Montgomery, 91, Murray, died Tuesday, May 9, 1995, at 10:23
p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
A retired farmer, he was an Army veteran of World War II and a
member of Coldwater United Methodist Church. Born Jan. 24, 1904,
at New Concord, he was the son of the late J.W. Montgomery and
Maude Locke Montgomery. Also preceding him in death were two sisters, Erin and Ruth Montgomery, and two brothers, Frank and Locke
Montgomery.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dorothy Shackelford Montgomery;
one son, Tom Montgomery and wife, Rita, and one granddaughter,
Lindsey Carol Montgomery, Owensboro; two brothers, Charles Montgomery and wife, Ruth, Nashville, Tenn., and Paul Montgomery and
wife, Nova, Paris, Tenn.; sister-in-law, Mrs. Connie Montgomery,
New Concord; one niece, Mrs. Margaret Griffith and husband, Bob,
Brentwood, Tenn.; one nephew, Joe Montgomery, Nashville, Tenn.

William Adams
Final rites for William Adams were Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the chapel
of Miller Funeral Home of Hazel. The Rev. Steve Douglas officiated.
Pallbearers were Billy Adams, Reese Adams, Brooks Underwood,
Johnny Underwood, Tommy Greer and Patrick Greer. Burial was in
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Adams, 73, Rt. 2, Hazel, died Tuesday, May 9, 1995, at 10:19
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
His wife, Mrs. Frankie H. Adams, died Dec. 22, 1991. A farmer, he
was born May 25, 1921, in Calloway County to the late Edgar Adams
and Ruth Williams Adams.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Kay Adams Greer and husband, Tommy, Rt. 1, Kirksey, and Susie Adams, Rt. 2, Hazel; one
son, Billy Adams and wife, Sherla, Rt. 8, Murray; five grandchildren,
Brooks Underwood, Eleshia Adams, Reese Adams, Patricia Greer and
Patrick Greer; sister-in-law, Mrs. Coggie Hawthorne, Grandberry,
Texas; brother-in-law, Loyd Robinson, Nores City, Ill.

James Rudy Allbritten
Funeral rites for James Rudy Allbritten will be today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. David C. Roos will
officiate. Music will be by Margeret Boone, soloist, and Oneida
White, organist.
Pallbearers will be Capt. Gaylord Forrest, Dr. Ted Forrest, Dr. Dan
Boeh, and Travers, Barrett and Andrew Houck. Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Christian Church or
a favorite charity.
Mr. Allbritten, 79, Murray, died Tuesday, May 9, 1995, at 12:14
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Neva Grey Langston Allbritten;
one daughter, Mrs. Lynda Grey Houck and husband, Gary; three
grandsons, Travers Houck and wife, Denise, Barrett Houck and wife,
Amy, and Andrew Houck; one great-grandson, Hunter Allbritten
Houck; four brothers, Joe Allbritten and wife, Gloria, Murray, Eugene
Allbritten and wife, Bobbie Sue, Plano, Texas, Eddie Allbritten and
wife, Jeanne, Louisville, and George Allbritten and wife, Amy, Modesto, Calif.
Also surviving are nephews and nieces of Murray, Jimmy Boone
and wife, Shirley, Margaret Boone, Tony Boone, Howard Boone,
Tammy Smith, Diana Lane, and Terry and Tim Allbritten; four cousins of Murray, Marjorie Shroat Dunn, Eddie Shroat, Betty Riley and
Lula Belle Hodges.

Charles W. Perry
Funeral rites-for Charles W. Perry will be today at 1 p.m. at St.
John's Missionary Baptist Church, Murray. The Rev. Norris E. Mills
will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Hamock Funeral Home of Paducah is in charge of funeral and burial arrangements.
Mr. Perry, 76, Spruce Street, Murray, died Sunday, May 7, 1995, at
6:13 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Scientists and breast cancer expertsestimate that 1 woman in 8 will
develop breast cancer during her
lifetime, and that one in 33 will die
from it.
While these statistics are startling
in themselves, what is even more
tragic is the fact that many of these
lives are needlessly lost and could
be saved if all women 50 and over
would get regular mammograms.
Mammography is the only detection technique demonstrated to reduce breast cancer mortality, especially in older women. It can detect
breast cancer in its earliest and most
treatable stages. Kentucky Medical
Review Organization, the Peer Review Organization (PRO) for the
state, has initiated a "Breast Cancer
Challenge" to reach women over
age 50 whose lives can be saved if
they stop "thinking" about getting a
mammogram and instead, actually
schedule one.
Additionally, Kentucky Medical
Review encourages all women to
perform monthly self-breast examinations, and to have yearly physical
examinations by their physicians.
As a friendly reminder, the PRO
wishes to inform the public that
Medicare Part B pays for biannual
mammograms for women older
than 65.

Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Ray
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Ray, 95, Wilson Court, Mayfield, died Tuesday, May 9, 1995, at 2:30 a.m. at Ormond Beach Memorial Hospital,
Ormond Beach, Fla.
She was a member of First Baptist Church, Mayfield, where she
taught Sunday School for 45 years; was a long time member of
Woman's Missionary Union serving as president for two years, and as
chairman of her circle many times; and as ssociate superintendent of
Intermediate Department of Sunday Schools for two years.
Mrs. Ray was a member and past president of the Mentor Club; a
member of Sedalia Homemakers Club for 60 years; and a member and
past president of Mayfield Woman's Club.
Her husband, Marvin Ray, one granddaughter, Kathy Converse, and
one brother, Pryor Sutherlin, preceded her in death. Born Sept. 23,
1899, in Graves County, she was the daughter of the late Millard F.
Sutherlin and Nancy Pryor Sutherlin.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Virginia Sue Converse,
Ormond Beach, Fla., formerly of Murray; one grandson, Karl Converse, Houston, Texas; one great-granddaughter, Mary Margaret Burton, Port Charlotte, Fla.; two nieces, Dorothy Cook and Sara Hale,
Mayfield.
The funeral will be Saturday at 10 a.m. at First Baptist Church,
Mayfield. The Rev. Bob Wilson and the Rev. Charles Dinkins will
officiate. Burial will follow in Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Friends may call at Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, from 5 to 8 p.m.
Friday.

Peoples Bank
lists winners

Mernbets of Murray State University's class of 1945 gathered during the
annual Alumni Weekend recently to celebrate their golden anniversary.
Emeritus club members include (top row,from left) Mildred Whitlow Hughes,
Tuscon, Ariz.; Harue Paris Armstrong, Charleston, Ill.; Marjorie Shroat Dunn,
Murray; Bess Thurman Kerlick, Murray; Joe Brooks Phillips, Benton; Hot
Hurley, Benton; and Eddie Melton, Lake Charles, La.,(middle row,from left)
Arvena Holloway Pearson,Ottawa, Ill.; Ruth Prince Coleman,Sun City Center,
Fla.; Vivian Hale, Murray; Jane Corbin Moore, Winter Haven, Fla.; Attie Little
Draffen, Calvert City; Marjorie Arnett Gibson, Rosedale, Miss.; Dorothy
Brizendine Mosteller, Gallatin, Tenn.;(bottom row,from left) William Draffen,
Calvert City; Jane Gibbs Johnson, Frankton; and Tim O'Brien, Cleanvater, Fla.

Prisoner ban on SS
benefits expanded
The ban on Social Security benefits to prisoners has been expanded, according to Bettye Williams, manager of the Paducah
Social Security office. As of February 1995, benefits stop for people
who are convicted of a criminal
offense punishable by more than
one year's imprisonment(regardless
of the actual sentence imposed).
Benefits are not paid for months a
person is imprisoned for a criminal
conviction, but any family members
who are eligible may continue to
receive benefits.
The rule also prohibits benefits to
individuals confined by court order
in an institution at public expense
who have been found:
-Guilty but insane, or
•Not guilty by reason of insanity,
or
*Incompetent to stand trial, or
.A similar finding based on similar factors (such as mental dise-ase,
mental defect, or mental incompetence).
"If someone getting Social Sec=
urity benefits is convicted for a
criminal offense or confined in a
public institution under the conditions described above, you should
notify Social Security immediately," Ms. Williams stated. "We
will determine if, by law, the offense is punishable by more than
year and if the ban applies." Failure
to report could result in overpayments and the suspension of future
benefits that may be due, the Social
Security manager said.
"For more information about thc
ban on benefits to prisoners, call us
here at the Social Security office,"
Ms. Williams said. The number is
502-443-7506.

Peoples Bank of Murray is celebrating its Grand Opening of the
new Main Office in downtown
Murray.The celebration began with
an "Open House" Sunday, April
30th. Congratulations to Peoples
Bank winners from the Open
House.
Tom Meacham and Beene Tripp
were the winners of our Louisville
Stoneware Sets. And the winners of
the $1000 Savings Bonds were
Robert Farley, Daniel White and
Mary Gertz.en. Peoples Bank of
Murray is a home-owned, independent bank
with
assets of
$205,000,000.

Stock Market Report
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511/2 mac
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+ 1/4
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Bean 17.55-1111

-TIRES • ERVICE • IRES •S

so 14100+ is scowl or. IOLA muss

SIZE
P215/75R14
P215/75R15
P215/75R15
P235/751115
P215/70R14
P205/70R15
P215/70R15
P215/701115
P235170R15
P235/70R15
P205/1015
P225/60R16

XV/4 BtX
XV14 BLX
riV4 Rt
XW4 IRX
XW4 BLX
XW4 BLX
XW4 BLX
XW4 VAV
XW4 WW
XW4 RWL
XW4 BIK
XW4 WV

PRICE
$61.00
$71.00
$76.00
$74.00
$69.00
$70.00
$79.00
$87.00
$79.00
$81.00
$84.00
$84.00

I GARDEN sATV
43OAT TRAILER
'GOLF CART .14DUSTRIAL
+KW FARM 111ES
-LAWN

OENERAL TIRE
Sl7E
F235/701315
F205170R14
P205170R15
P1119751114
P225/75R15
P22975R15
F235/75R15

0200) II RWL
XF20II, 11 X
Gal See
Men T. ST kr
Mai T. ST ELK
Mri T. ST NW
Grate Ed

PRICE
$72.00
$63.00
$67.00
$42.50
$47.50
$50.50
$66.00

OVER 1000 Used
Tires On Sale!

cc

$10.00 & up
REGUL
SIZE

PRICE

P155/80R13
P165/130R13
P1 750R13
P185/80R13
P185/75R14
P195/75R14
P205/75R14
P215/75R14
P205/75ii15
P215175R15
P225/75R15
P235/75R15

WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW

$30.97
$n15
$32.73
$33.99
$35.82
$36.37
$37.63
$38.43
$4022
$4129
$43.6,1
$44.71

FREE
Purchase:
4k3urtung

With

-Computer Balancing
'New Valve Stem
-Road Hazard Warranty
-Free Rotation &
Balance Every 6,000 Wets

Ui

At!
HILLIARD
LYONS

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366
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IICAL114
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Wal-Mart,..., .........23'/4 •

Our Best Investment Is You.
yr,. in. • Marna., NYS( and 'Orr

CASTLEMAN
TIRE & REPAIR
Sedalia Y, Mayfield
247-5866
TIRES • SERVICE • TIR S • SERVICE

Lumbe
Prsres Good Thru May 16, 1995

Package includes: 100 gal.
Pond, Water Fall & Pump,
Spray Stand & Head With
Three Spray Pattern.
Decorative

Concrete Planters

MacCourt Pond

BUDGET BARN
FREE 100 Mile
Delivery & Set Up
Single 4' wide door
Basic Shorts
by Tommy Hilfiger,
Chaps & Ruff Hewn
Only...
EVERY DAY!
Basic Khaki Pants
by Tommy Hilfiger, Chaps & Ruff Hewn

$350° Ea.
'
GREAT VALUES THROUGHOUT THE STORE-EVERY DAY!
"Where Murray's Best Dressed Men Shop"
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134.1111.34-411
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DEATHS

IffalAiW14_431E114;11I0i

1 in 8 will face
breast cancer

8 x 8
8 x 12
8 x 16
64 sq. ft. 96 sq. ft. 128 sq. ft.

$750 $950 $1,150
*Kentucky Sales Tax Now Included*

Treas Lumber Do-it Center
tiej-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY
- 7594390
- Your Home investment Company Since 1884 21
Z
1
Monday-Friday 7:30-6; Satuiday 8-4
Prietis Good at Murray *ore Onlyt • othiar Lonatlonat Benton & Lake City
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